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Continued Reportage on G-7's London Summit 

Kaifu Interview on Issues 

LDI1707221191 London BBC Television Network 

in English 2130 GMT 15 Jul 91 

[Interview with Japanese Prime Minister Toshiki Kaifu 
by correspondent Charles Wheeler in London on 15 July: 
Kaifu speaks in Japanese with superimposed English 
translation; from the “Newsnight” program—recorded] 

[Text] [Wheeler] I asked him first, apart from *he Kuril 
Islands, what were his objections to Soviet aid. 

[Kaifu] It is vitally important that the Soviets have a 
basic determination to help themselves, to genuinely 
transform their economy into a market economy. And a 
second element, in a more political context, 1s that we 
must seek a very clear commitment from the Sovicts that 
they will shift resources away from military areas to 
civilian areas in order to encourage domestic demand. 

[Wheeler] Prime Minister, Mr. Gorbachev, for several 
years now, has been trying to do—and to some extent 
succeeding in doing—many of the things you and many 
of the other members of the G-7 are asking him to do. He 
has, by common consent, moved a long way. Is it not the 
case that he, in the Soviet Union, is just as constrained 
by domestic political considerations as you are, for 
example. in Japan, on war at the time of the Gulf war’ 

[Kaifu] Mr. Gorbachev explained his position very can- 
didly to me, and | do understand his situation. However, 
perestroyka must make progress in overcoming those 
difficulties. 

[Wheeler] Let me take an example: | was in Leningrad 
10t long ago, and there was a tank factory there that 
played a major role in the Soviet defeat of the Germans. 
That factory 1s still producing tanks: 1 employs tens of 
thousands of workers. They want to convert it to civilian 
production; they don't have the money, they cannot stay 
on the local unemployment. Now, would Japan, for 
example, be prepared to invest in a factory like that 
now—at this stage of perestroyka, not five years down 
the road—if it helped to bring about that conversion 
from military purposes that you're discussing” 

[Kaifu] The Soviet Union 1s providing | billion pounds 
of support to Cuba each year and to Afghanistan, and the 
Soviets are still giving military support to Vietnam. If 
they stopped doing that, I'm sure they could come up 
with the necessary resources. This 1s not just my view: 
it’s shared by other G-7 leaders: Prime Minister Major 
and former Prime Minister Thatcher. We are asked how 
best the Soviets could convert their tank factory to 
civilian use. So, we have decided to send a mission this 
year, in which two Americans will also participate, in 
order to find out. 

[Wheeler] Prime Minister, thanks to its economic 
strength, Japan has become a leader among nations, and 
yet, there is still a perception abroad that you are rather 
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inward looking, if not selfish, in international affairs. 
What obligations does this economic power impose on 
Japan, when we look down the road at the world, in five 
Or Six years ume” 

[Kaifu] Today, Japan is ranked among the best in terms 
of providing economic assistance to developing new 
countries. Furthermore, to make sure there will be no 
second or third Saddam Husayn, we'll have to stop the 
spread of weapons of mass destruction and establish 
system of reporting any sales of such weapons to the 
United Nations. It so happens that my proposal on this 
1s very similar to Prime Minister Major's. 

[Wheeler] What about the difficult question of Japanese 
troops serving overseas” Your foreign minister, | believe, 
has just been in Ireland looking at the Insh/United 
Nations peacekeeping force. Does this imply that you 
may be able to get around your constitutional problems 
and take part, physically, with Japanese troops, in any 
future operations of that kind? 

[Kaifu] Japan's government Constitution 1s that we can 
take part in peacekeeping operations without changing 
Japan's Cot.stitution and, in doing so, still uphold its 
peaceful philosophy. 

[Wheeler] So, that takes care of the blue helmet aspect of 
a peacekeeping force, but would Japan. for example, in 
your view, ever be able to join, for example, the rapid 
deployment force that’s now being set up in Turkey in 
order to protect the Kurds? Or would that go too far for 
you? 

[Kaifu] Whatever Japan does, it would have to be based 
on peacekeeping operation and UN resolution which did 
not have as the direct objective the use of force. So, 
whenever such proposals come up, we have to look at 

them very carefully. 'm not in a position now to say 
whether our answer will be yes or no. 

Mulroney on Gorbachev, Aid 

LD1707234891 London BBC Television Network 

in English 2130 GMT 15 Jul 91 

[Interview with Canadian Prime Minister Brian Mul- 
roney by correspondent Charles Wheeler in London on 
15 July; from the “Newsnight” program—recorded] 

[Text] [Wheeler] It's been said in the lobbies here, by 
some, that the heads of government had all made up 
their minds about aid to the Soviet Union long before 
they had received Mr. Gorbachev's celebrated letter 
outlining his future reforms. Certainly, they all made 
their positions clear long before they reached London, 
and, so far, none has changed it. But, there 1s perhaps one 
waver, one head of government, who may be moving 
towards the more positive position of the Germans, the 
ltahans, and the French. He 1s Mr. Bran Mulroney, the 
Prime Minister of Canada, whose caution 1s tempered by 
the fear that the West may lose an historic opportunity. 



te 

|[Mulrones} Our caution comes from the fact thal we 
want wo be ocrlain of what we're going to do with the 

moncy Gf the |. anadian taxpayers, and we want to make 

sure thai we're not throwing good money after bad. So. 

we CApect 2 scrous program for fundamental reform. 

and we wall respond to that in a very innovative scenes of 

ways. That being sad. the question ts how much would 
the G-7 have put up if five vears ago—when he came on 

the scene—we were told we've got a new fellow on the 
block who rs gomng to cause the collapse of the Warsaw 
Pact. reduce tensions with Washington, support the 
United Nations, become tnendly with Great Britain, and 
ailow all of us to reduce our own expenditures” He's a 
leader of histor proportions. And how much more 

evidence do we need of that’ | think that’s one of the 

questions, and that’s onc of the reasons he's coming here 

'Wheeler] Is there a danger, do you think. that if the 

West goes on imposing conditions on foreign and much 
longer that Grorhaches will collapse. perestroyka will go 

down the dram, and the West will lose an hestorn 
opportunity to reverse the history of the last 45 vears” 

[Mulroney] Ob. | thenk that if the West 1s obtuse enough 
to be chintzy or coy at this moment, we indeed run the 

risk of losing a great opportunity. But, 1 think we have to 
be responsible, as well. | think that he's done great 
things. I think he's on trouble at home. | thenk he's got an 

cCONOMs mM a State of collapse—bDut that’s not hes fault 

he inherited the Communim system. The Communrst 

system doesn't work, never has, and so, 1's hes heritage 

He's got to try and reform ut while hanging on to power 
It's tough enough beng in office m the best of trmes 

[Wheeler] Do vou get impatient with countries hke 

Japan. the United Mates, that are infinitely more cau- 
tous than Canada is” 

[Mulroney] Well, 1 won't name anyone, but I find a 

Strange that some of these people cleewhere—and not 

(s- leaders, bul some people, cisew here—say Well, now 

look. Goorhaches 's a tine fellow, and we're goung to give 
him a hand, but waat he really has to do 1s transform his 

coonoms mio a working replica of the Greerman ccon- 
omy—and do ut by. say. oh, next Tuesday might at 

midnight—and once he's done that. then we'll help him 

Well, of course, that’s absolutely impossible. Nobods 
can do that 

Censcher on USSR Aid 

LDP OU STS VY) London 111 Telewon Networt 

i” } ry ‘- iyin (i,Wi itt yy y/ 

[Interview with German Foregn Miniter Hans-Dretrich 
Grenscher by correspondent Jon Snow m London on 16 

July, from the “Channel 4 News” program— recorded] 

{Text} [Snow] I put 1 to hem that, if pulling down the 
Berlin Wall had been the greatest political turning pornt 
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m recent Eastern Bloc history. would Presadent Gror- 

haches's visit to London now represent the most segnit- 

Cant CCONOMK turning pont” 

[Geenscher} At least ut offers the opportuni to become a 

real historical turning pount. We all cre wnteresied that a 
substantial change in the Sovict Union should continuc 

Thais «s also true for coonomn development, and that 
means that sicp by sicp we have to integrate the coonoms 
of the Sovict Union into the world coonom. In this 

logec. | think t's nght to mite Presedent Cecrhaches to 

the world cconomn summit 

[Snow |] But. perhaps because of your own, very personal 

capericnce, you seem to have a mach more open 

approach to thes than. for cxample. the Brotrsh and the 
Americans 

[Genscher] We had a very substantial discussion on thes 

wssuc, and | think we are now closer together than i was 
before. | think 1 makes sense to sit together and discuss 

the subject of thes umportance. We have to provede 
support and help tor the Sovect Unron to overcome is 

very. very difficult problems. We. as Germans. have our 

own expenence with the cast of Greermany. so we can 

better understand what it is to change a socialist 

coonoms mito a market coonems. | themk. here. real 

support from the Western mdusinal countries ms neces 

sary 

[Snow] You know Mr. Gorhaches well, and vou under- 
stand hes thinking Do vou think he understands the 

market cconoms, as you described 1. mm the same way 
that the rest of us do” 

[Geenscher] I thenk he understands, bul there rs no One on 

the world who has a personal capenence how to change 

a SMate-cowned and socialist coonomy mte a market 

coonomys. I think we have to help him on that field. On 

the other hand the discussvon here and the expectations 
here can belp hom to convince people at home what has 

to be done m the Sovict U non order to be successtul on 

that change 

[Snow] So. what specific signal will the Cr” send to 

Moscow with Mr. Crorhaches” 

[CGrenscher] | think we can offer a special relatronshuip to 

the international finance mstituthons—and the perspec- 

tive of full membership—to be very mmportant to the 
Sovect U neon, and I hope one can pros nie some help lw 

modernize the energy coonomys of the Sovect Lyon mm 

order to give them the opportunity for cxaports m the 

field of natural gas and ol, because this will provide 
them with the hard currency that thes need. On the other 

hand. we should have them mecrease the safety of then 
nucicar plants We all remember what happened im 
( hernoty!, and we should do whal we can to “~veroome 

those problems, which are not only problems tor the 
Sovict Union but for the whole of Europe and the other 

neighbors of the Soviet U mon 
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[Snow] Let me ask you, finally, Mr. Genscher’ Mr 
Gorbachev has lost a lot of the key advisers, like Mr. 
Yakoviev, ike Mr. Shevardnadze, who helped bring 
about the great politecal change in the East and West. Do 
you thonk he now has the mght kind of people around 
him te bring him through economic change? Or do you 
think he may not, himself, last very long” 

lGenscher| Maybe this task 1s more difficult than the 
others have been, but I think with our help he will be wn 
4 position to make progress, particularly because he has 
reached some agreement with the presidents of most of 
the republics, which was very umportant for him and for 
change mm the Soviet Unton. 

Accord on African Debt “Close” 

OW 1607232701 Tohve AVODO in Enelish 
LOR GWT 16 Jul Yl 

[By Narito Ohta] 

[Test] London, July 16 KYODO—Leaders of the seven 
major mdusinal countries are near to agreement on a 

mayor sub-Saharan de-reduction scheme, a Japanese 

Government official sand Tuesday. The agreement 1s 
expected to be confirmed at the Wedresday morning 
plenary sessson of the London economic summit being 
held to finalize an cconomi communique to be 
announced by summit host, Britrsh Prume Minister John 
Major. the official sand. The summit countnes are 
Canada, the United States, France, Britain, Germany. 
Italy. and Japan 

Under the plan, sub-Saharan external debts wll be cut by 
$080 percent, the official sand. Tanzania, Grurnea and 17 
other nations in sub-Saharan Afrnca with least less- 
developed country (LLDC) status stand to benefit from 
the scheme. he sand. The large-scale LLDC dem cut 
follows a one-third det reduction, or 25-year repayment 
term extension, approved for the countries at the 1988 
Toronto summit. The new plan «sm lone with a proposal 
then Britush Chancellor of the Exchequer Major put 
forward last fall 

LL DCs are the world’s poorest nations with a grows 
domestic product of less than $80 dollars per capita m 
1929 Based on a “menu approach” method, mndividual 

cowntnes cen choose to write off external debts, cut 
interest rates, or reschedule payments 

De Michelis Urges More Aid 

10 2 U1 12087 Rome ANS4A in Enelish 1008GM7 
I> Jul 91 

[Text] London, 17 July (ANSA}—"No differences exist 
among the seven regarding a special association for the 
Sovect Umon with the International Monetary Fund 
(IMF) and the World Bank nor over technical assistance 
But the fact 1s none of these 1s enough.” Hahan Foreign 
Minister Gianm de Michels told the press here at the 
end of Tuesday's [16 July] summit meeting of the West's 
seven most mndustnalized natrons (G7) which im part 
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dealt with the answers the G-7 mitcnd to give Sovect 
President Mikhail Gorbacheys when they meet with him 

here Wednesday 

For the ltahan diplomatic chict, “a totally different type 

of economic and financial assistance must be agreed on 
to help the Sovect Union. The question today 1s whether 
OT NOt i 1s possible to launch such a signal ~ 

According to German sources, in then meeting Tucsday 
[16 July}. the G-7 agreed on the opportunity of mecting 
once a year with the Soviet leader, whoever that may be 

According to De Michels, the final document regarding 
and to the Sovict Unison will be “quite general.” adding 
that he shared the view of those who feared that. should 
Gorbachev return to Moscow empty-handed, u would 
have negative consequences for the Sovict Unron 

After revicrating that “everybody knows” that special 
association with the IMF and the World Bank was not 
enough for Gorbachev, De Moichelss affirmed that for 
Italy and Europe “we could already decide to rarse from 
6 to 20 percent the share of the funds the Bank for 
European Reconstruction and Dev clopment (BERD) has 
carmarked for the Sovect Union and to encourage its 
membership as a full member on the IMF and World 

Bank.” 

“I do not undersiand why.” he added. “the IMF can 
mclude 155 nations out of 170 (LN members) and not 
admit the Sovect Unron as a full member, obviously as 
long as it plays by its rules.” According to the Itahan 
diplomatic chict, should the Sovict U neon demonstrate a 
“political readiness.” the tometatle for its full member- 

ship to the IMF could be abbreviated. He then recalled 
how for Poland the process took si months. and not two 

years as some had clanmed 

The foreign minister then affirmed how “the policy of 
wanting 1s dangerous and filled with r sks... A year ago m 
Houston it was decided to first study the situation and 
then decide. The time has come for decisions. not 
operative ones, but of poutical direction ~ 

Kaifu Holds News Conference 

OW 1807010491 Tokvo NHA General leleriaon 

Network in Japanese 1150 GMT 1° Jul 9! 

[News conference held by Japanese Prime Moenester 
Tostik: Kaifu in London on the occasion of the coo 
nomic summit, moderated by Foreign Ministry 
Spokesman Taizo Watanabe with foreign and domestx 
reporters—live] 

[Text] [Watanabe] Now, we will begin a news conference 
with Prime Minister Kartu 

{Kaifu] We gather here to strengthen our cooperation im 
buslding a new international order after overcoming the 
trial of the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait since the Houston 
summit was held last vear | think that the current 
summit vickded some positive results. Among other 
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things, the summit participants expressed their strong 
willingness to settle the Uruguay Round and affirmed 
their resolve to maintain and strengthen their economic 
policy coordination in ng the world cconomy 
Regarding the idea of introducing a UN registry system 
on the conventional arms deals | have persistently advo- 

cated, Prime Minister Mayor and | shared the sare view 
on the idea and the idea won an agreement from the 
summit participants. Since Japan the only Asian 
nation attending this summit. | worked to draw world 
attention to Asian issucs, and this point was imcorpo- 
rated in the political and economic communiques. | am 

very satisfied with that inclusion 

The task of the current summit was to discuss what 
measures should be taken to embrace the Soviet Union 
a 4 constructive partner in building the new interna- 
tional order and as a nation sharing the same view and 
sysiemn with us. The summit participants discussed in 
various Ways political and coonomuc issucs faci wg the 

Soviet Union. Today, another mecting will tv held 
between the summit participants and President Gor- 
bachev. | hope that new prospects will be opened for 
building relations of cooperation between the summit 
participating nations and the Sovict Union. 

I would like to express my respect and heartfelt gratitude 
to Prime Minister Mayor, chairman of the current 

summit, for displaying his leadership to make the cur- 
rent summit 4 success. | also would like to capress my 

heartfelt thanks to the queen. concerned officials of the 
British Government, and the British people for their 
hospitality. The current summit was successfully held 
here in London where democracy and the market 
economy were born and have prospered. and | would hike 
to sincerely Congratulate these people. Thank you 

[Watanabe] Please, raise your hands if you want to ask 
any questions 

[Reporter] | am Kurogoyi from YOMIURI SHIMBUN. |! 
believe that in connection with the Uruguay Round, the 
economic communique called for settling the round and 
referred to intervention by leaders of the summit partic- 
ipating nations in the round | interpreted this to mean 

that depending on cases, the leaders are required to make 
their political decisions. Mr. Prime Minister. how do you 
plan to make a political decision on the nce issuc, the 
most important issuc” How do you plan to deal with the 
rice issue” 

[Kaifu) As you are aware, not only the rice issue, but the 
market access issuc, the service indsutry issuc, and the 
intellectual property ownership issue remain unresolved 
in the Uruguay Round. Regarding the question you have 
just asked, Japan is the world’s largest food importer. 
and 1s capable of independently supplying 478 percent of 
the calones needed by its people. All the people are 
Paying attention to the issue from the standpoint of food 
security. Making the Uruguay Round successful is of 
common interest to the nations concerned. | have 
instructed cabiaet members concerned that efforts 
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should be made to win a common understanding from 
the United States and the EC on this im the course of 
discussing the aforementioned rssucs mm the Uruguay 
Round. | will work vigorously to make the Uruguay 
Round a success 

[Watanabe] Next questoon, please—the lady over here. 

[Reporter] Mr. Prome Minister, my name is (Susan 
McKennaham) and | am with the Bureau of National 
Affairs in Washington DC. | would like ask you a 
question regarding the economy. It seems that regarding 
cconomic policy. the G-7 us taking a policy of maim- 
taining the status quo. | would like to know if the G-7 
leaders think that cconomax recovery also can be main- 

tained in the future and if reform and recovery aimed for 

next year can be maimtained. Moreover, 1s Japan satrs- 
fied with the current exchange rate between the yen and 
the dollar” 

{Kaifu] Although there are differences between 
natlions—some nations’ cconomics are slowing down 
and others’ are recov crim after falling to the bottom—all 
the nations explained thew own situations, as the cco- 
nomrec declaration clearly states. In general, we agreed to 
exert efforts for continuous stability and to activate the 
economy by further coordinating policy. This 1s included 
in the declaratior., What we must not forget is the fact 
the we also agreed to pay attention to the stability of 
prices. Regarding the relations between the yen and the 
\ollar. | would like to reframn from making a comment on 

- bases of prediction and speculation. | think, however, 
that the market should be constituted under circum- 
stances that reflect the actual cconomac situation of cach 
country 

[Watanabe] Please ask the next question im Japanese 

[Reporter] | am Ishi of MAINICHI SHIMBUN. it 
seems to me that a considerable portion of Japan's 
assertion regarding disarmament. control of mulitary 
buildup, and new thinking diplomacy was accepted. | 
would like to hear your impressions and assessment in 

this regard 

[Karfu] As you know, peace and prosperity are important 
to clearly establish a new world order. | think that we 

need to ban the transfer of weapons of mass destruction 
and to clanfy the transfer of conventional weapons, m 

particular, to establish a new world order. At the same 
time, lam very much satesfied, as | sand carher, with the 
fact that the top leaders understand the necessity to exert 
efforts to allocate moncy that 1s being spent for military 

buildup to public welfare. In that sense, | am thinking 
about actually making a jornt proposal to the United 
Nations in the near future regarding a system to report 
on the transfer of conventional weapons. As | talked 
about this matter with the leaders, mcluding Prime 
Minister Major, | discovered that we share the same 

stance 

{Watanabe in English] Next question im English. The 
gecnileman down there. please 
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[Wryle in English with simultancous translation into 
Japanese] | am Robert Wryle of Radio Free Europe 

talks 
trade, as well as on Japanese investment. At the current 

im enthusiastic discussions with top 
nations on such issues as aid for 

Tits cad ts ecaiints actions andl anoee thon wade 
Also, the general trend 1s to continue moving toward this uv i 
[Watanabe] Neat question in Japanese, please. The gen- 
tleman over there who has raised his hand for some time 
now. Please, go ahead. 

] lam Satomi: of the JLUJI news agency. Talks with 
. Gorbachev were held prior to this news con- 

ference. | would like to hear your impressions of Presi- 
dent Gorbachev at the talks. 

Kaifu] We held summit talks in Tokyo on six occasions 
about 13 hours in mid-April. Talking about the 

impression of meeting him then and talking to him this 
tome, well, since we had already met, we were able to 

4 peace treaty. At the same time. | also stated that if the 
Soviet Union feels it 1s necessary to implement economic 
reform. such reform should be carned out resolutely and 

Also, | frankly stated my views that since the diplomacy 
of the so-called new thinking has bloomed in Europe— 
the western part of what 1s the Eurasian continent—i 
should also be brought to the Asian-Pacific region 

[Watanabe in English] Neat question in English. Yes. the 
lady down there. picase. 

[Fort on English with simultancous translation into Jap- 
anese} | am Janet Fort of THE JOURNAL OF COM.- 
MERCE. | would like to once again ask about issucs 
concerned with the GATT. Prime Minister Mayor today 
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holding another G-7 sessson to study GATT- 
related rssucs. Is this a proposal that Japan will support. 
if necessary. for settling the issue successfully by the end 
of this year” 

[Kaifu] It has been confirmed that the G-7 conference 
will be held in Munich neat year. Moreover, regarding 
the Uruguay Round. all the partecypants in the current 
London summit attach importance to 1 and have agreed 
to jointly strive to settle the ssucs. This has bee, 
included in the declaration. In thes connection, i 1s my 
understanding that what will come next are the discus- 
sions at the Uruguay Round. 

[Watanabe] Next. You may speak im Japanese. The 
gt atleman who was rarsing his hand a while ago. please 
go ahead. 

[Inoue] | am Inoue from REUTER During your meeting 
with President Gorbachey a while ago. did you mention 
any concrete aid from Japan” While the question of how 
the G-7 will carry on a dialogue with President Gor- 
bachev, or with the USSR. from here on is still being 
discussed, how do you think a dialogue with the Soviet 
Umon should be conducted” 

[Kaifu] First. there 1s the rssue of speeding up the process 
of the peace treaty im the spirit of the yount communique. 
Toward this end, we signed 15 agreements during the 
summit, among which was the agreement on technical 
cooperation Then. looking at the present situation in the 
USSR. it ss sad that the most omportant issue is to 
convert military industry into crvilhan imdustry—imn 
other words, how to divert the enormous amount of 
resources used for military purposes into supplying 
crvihan needs Related to thes. Japan dispatched a survey 
team on 16 July. If 1 am not mestaken, there are two U 5S. 
members on the team. thereby making it a jornt Japa- 
nese-L S. survey team. Furthermore, Soviet structural 
reform involves many other mayor rssucs, including the 
distribution system om the market and the safety of 
nuclear power plants. In relatron to the safety of nuclear 
power plants. we have decided to send a survey team 
from Japan. Also. we have actually started with a pro- 
gram to accept 100 Soviet technecians for trang cach 
year for the next 10 years. If necessary, we are ready to 
undertake traming and technical cooperation. | had 
candid cachanges with Presedent Gorbachev on these 

{Watanabe in English) Next questron in English Down 
there 

[Unidentified reporter in English with simultaneous 
translation into Japanese} Mr Prime Minister, have you 
reached a final agreement on the final version of the yount 
statement with EC” If not. why have you not yet been 
able to reach an agreement” 

[Karfu) During the last summit meeting. Japan's mutia- 
tive led to a general agreement with EC Commission 
President Delors on the main pornts of the jornt state- 
ment with the EC. Nevertheless. there are still issues 



pending and msucs on whech a final decrwon has not 

been made. The secretariat 1s om the process of resolving 
these final pornts. | strongly hope that on 18 July. when 
1 weset the Netherlands, whech currently holds the £( 

Preesdency, we will be abic to resuc the statement at the 

EC summa mecting. and we are working toward this 
end 

[Watanabe] Neat gucstron mm Japanese Please go abcad 

[U'cheda] 1 are Ucheda of Asal: Televrson. it os sand that 
there ts a shght difference m Japan's attviude on sending 
and to the USSR when compared with the attitudes of 
other ountnes. Please tell os of such a difference 
emerged during the vanouws summit meetings 

[Kaiful Sctteng aside the question of whether Japan was 
mdeced sand to be slightly differem. | have heard all the 
[word mndrstenct] reports on the meetings. but I have not 
seen any difference. Dureng the demners and mectongs 
among lcaders. we held candsd disxcusmoms While we 
used different languages, and there might be sight dif- 
ferences m the nuances of our cupressons. | do not feel 

that Japan 1s amy different from the others shen ot comes 

to thongs he what we must do om the future, how to deal 
with certam rmsucs, and the agreements reached by the 
leaders. Moreover, m the sense that we want the Sovect 
l'meon to have the same goals and keep mm step with our 
world order, as well as wanteng the Soviet U'man to 
hocome a country with whech we can discuss political 

relatrons frankly. we would lhe perestroyha to succeed 
Toward thes end. we will actively undertake technecal 
assistance as mech as powstlc That was the conchemon 

reached at the meeting In the meetong to be held the 
afternoon I think we will probably sce more comcurrence 
of veews rather than differences 

[Watanabe om English] Neat question m Enginh The 
pentioman with a jacket on (Fh) mo. sorry Vou also have 
a jacket on. Bat lam not [laughter] 

[(Makhram) om English with somultancous translation 
mio Japanese] | am (Makhram) from ALATTIMIAD 
Aratuc daily om teracl Mr Preme Mineter, | wonder 
wnce.. [changes thought] | have a questron about the 
Middic Fast Japan plaved an rmportant coonomen and 
financial role om the Cult corres Well Japan continue to 
use its mnfluence to work toward a solution of the 
Palestiman protiem’ 

[Kartu] Japan's basi stance os thes In onder to arrive at 
a has solutron to the Middle bast protiem lasting and 

comprehensive peace ms mecessary As to the Palesteman 

question. guxding pronciples have been clearly sect down 

m UN Resolutroms 24) and 134 Japan supports thes 
resolutrons and has always taken the postron that the 

protiem showld be resolved om accordance with these 
principles. Currentl. an mternatronal conference on 

Muddie East peace 1 berg planned via al) S. mtiative 
| heard that after overcoming many ofstacies the plan is 
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progressmng sticadsdly Japan micnds to actively partacs- 

pate and offer ms Cooperation m sctieng up the confer- 
ence to do whal « can to achecve lasteng peace m the 
Middle East 

[Watanabe om ongiee 5] I see an mocrcaseng number of 
non-Japanese-spoaking members on thes place So. if you 
have any guestons om English. | would the to give 
another qucstion om English Picase. the gentieman with 
a packet on 

[Unedentifiied IL MESSAGGERO correspondent m 
Engirsh vith somultancows ‘translation mto Japancec| A 
question from IL MESSAGGERO. Under what cond 
trons well Japan offer collective or coomomec and to the 
USSR” In partecular, what about the ruble stabilization 

tund” 

[Kartu] The most emportant thing for reform m the 
Sovect Uneon os that « should be radical. We strongly 
support and offer cooperation for the transition to a 

market coonomy Whole the qucstion of how coonomn 
herahvatron will be acheewed  wmportant. there are 

alse essucs that requrre political decrmons: for mstance. 

how to manage the wee of resources withen the Sovect 
I mon, how the Sovect Unron ms goug to solve its own 
protmems through ts own cfiorts, and how we must cope 
with « Foret. we would tke to learn how genuine the 
Sovect Uneon's determenation « and what ts proposed 
soluthons are and then we will offer Japan's cooperation 
Thes has been our comerstent haw stance There ms no 
change mm thes 

[Watanabe on Enginh with semultancows translation into 
Japanese) | have nly one of two more questions lef 
Mlease 

|[Macrawa] | am Macrvawsa of the NIHON KAEIZAI 
SHIMBUN 1 thenk samme meetings from next year on 
prohatly all become (+-8. mnstcad of the ongmal G-’. 
with the USSR partcepateng ( onsdering the fact that 
the USSR os also a European country. five of the eght 
sur «6A natvons will be from Europe No matter how you 
kw «ate. Lam wnder the empreswon thai the summit will 
no be a well-balanced one A while ago vou sand that 

Japan rs the only partecepateng nation from Asia | would 
hyhe to ask you about your vrews on the sdeal form of the 
summit on the future of the ncar future bor mstance to 
morcaw the vowe of Ansa. showld more Aman countries 

he eae rted to partcepate om the sunmet” 

[Kartal | beleewe that the summit should, after all, be a 

gathering of (+7 Tt started as a gathering of democratic. 
market. coonem, natroms that discussed varus rmeucs 
relating to world stabulity and coonomen vitality 
Recently, polrical meues have moereawngly become a 
major part of the agenda The mvitation of the USSR to 
the current meeting certamly docs not mean that the 
group has become the G8 To contenue with thes port 
during my prot consultation eth Pome Moininter 
Mayor and the other leaders, we all agreed that dicus 
worms concerning what sort of cooperation was powible 
would strictly take the form of seven plus one This dors 
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nol mean that the sommu well have cight permancnt 
members. | would like to make thes clear. As to what well 
happen on the future. | am unable to state anything 
definite here. However, when Giscussing various msucs 
m Asia and the Pacific, there are msucs that cannot be 
resolved semply withen the hetherto framework of East- 
West relatrons—take Chins. for instance—and probiems 

thal pertain to developing nations as a whole. Yet. we 
have not taken up these essues at the summit. | think the 
summit well continwe to be a venue where the seven 
nations discuss how to offer cooperatron to other nations 
and what to do from a glohal pot of view. Sence this 
was an uncapected gqgucstion, | have stated my personal 
views and have done so candidly 

[Watanabe in English woth semuttancows translation into 
Japanese] Well, thank you very much for vowr coopera- 
thon. Time os almost runmeng out. Only once more ques- 
tron. Please speak briefly. It cannot be too long 

[U mdentified BBC correspondent in Englesh with semul- 
tancous translation into Japanese) BBC World Service 
Have there been differences of views betwcen the leaders 
on and to the USSR” Due to the cxistence of the 
territonal msuc. did Japan present any diwenting view” 

| Kartu] There have been no differences of opiteon what- 
soever among the G-7 on offermg maximum technical 
assistance to Sovect perestroyka Leaders of all the 

summit natrons agreed that under the present system 
and mechanism on the USSR. financial ard probably well 
not be effective. In order to create the conditions to 
make financial ard possible international organizations 
such as the IMF. the World Bank. the Assan... [oorrects 
homsclf}) no. | am sorry, the European Bank for Reoon- 
struction and Development, and the OECD have studa d 
the Sovict coonomy since last year’s summit meeting 
We have recenved them reports on Soviet reforms These 

imtermnational organizations imtcnd to provide further 
technical assrstance to the USSR. Leaders of the summit 
natrons will decude what to do newt after lestening to 
these reports. The question of what to do with the USSR 
will come up mm the meetong thes afiernoon. There 1s no 
difference of opinion at all, and we will be alic to talk to 

Mr Grorhachey based on a common understanding 

|W atanabe on English with semultancous translation into 
Japanese] Well, thank you very much for your coopera. 

tron. The prime munrster 1s leaving. Please. the prime 
moniter and hres party will now leave the hall bs order to 

avon’ congestion, we would be gratcful if ali of vou 
would remarm seated. Thank you agam 

France To Help Gorbaches 
1101220907 Parse APP om Brelih 1243 GM7T 

1” Jul 91 

[Teat) London, July 17 (APP)}—France has decided to 
take the resk of helpung the Sovect Union now to carry 
oul is reforms rather than war for further proof of 

changes as other countries are downg. Pressdent Francors 
Mitterrand sard here Wednesday [17 July) 
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Hailing “the .mpressive work of transformation 
acheeved by Presedent Mikhail Gorhaches om the Sovect 
L'mon om the past om years.” Mr. Mitterrand sand “we 
must contribute to helping the Sovect Uneon carry on om 
thes direction.” 

“France 6 among those who believe of 1s better to take 
thes resk than run the opposite risk” of warteng to see of 
the reforms developed well, as such a wasting attitude 
“would certamly mean failure of the cupermment.” “We 
know what the situation 6 now, we do nut know whal 
will be om the future.” he added 

The French pressdent was speaking at the end of a 
three-day summit of the Group of Seven leading indus 
tnalised natrons here, and ahead of an unprecedented 
post-summmut mecteng between G-7 leaders and Mr. Gor 
haches 

Withen the G-7 “iSere are countries whech want to take 

it step by step... and there are others who thenk we must 

speed up the pace because the opposite risk appears 
more dangerous. and because what Mr. Crorhaches has 
actveved deserves attentron.” Mr. Mitterrand san 

He aso welcomed the G-7's decrson to further redece 

the de™ of the poorest countries 

The (+-7 had prevrously agreed to reduce these Countries 
dem by a third, bul “from now on. ot wall by by SO to BD 

per cent depending on the case © 

Mr. Mitterrand also welcomed a G-’ recommendation 
that creditor countries should extend the powsbility of 

dem reduction to some other countnes, as had been donc 
for Poland and Egypt. and cited Cameroon and ( ongo as 
potential beneficiaries 

Mr. Motterrand also sand that the G-7, orsgenally set up as 
an coonome forum. should not establish formal frame. 
works for political dosswers “which are not is respons 

tility.” addeng that he had been fighting against thes 
trend for 1! years 

Notong that the three-day G-7 summit which ended here 
Wednesday had discussed arms sales and nuclear non. 

proliferation, and rweued a separate declaratron on the 

arms weuc, Mr Mitterrand sand the group must be 
“cautrous” and not act or appear to react as a “world 

directorship ~ 

He acknowledged that the Group of Seven should gry its 
opimon on politrcal matters but should not seck to stand 

im for cxarsting world organisations oIready responwbic 
for dealing with such rvsucs 

Arms Sales Register Proposed 

OU 1707149991 Todvo AVODO in Enelik 

138° GMI 1 Sal 9 

[Text] London, July 17 KYODO—Japanese Prime Min- 
miter Toshrki Karfu sand Wednesday that Japan and 



Bea, > «) gw’ forward a porn! proposal to the LU anted 

Nath io cstatersh a global serverilance system for 

mMicrmstional arms sales 

~Sepan and Brita will shorth. hold talks to hammer out 

the specifics of the universal regrstcr plan m order to 

realize the proposal.” Kartu told a neces comterence after 

the three day London summit of tcaders from the 
world's ssa major mndusinalized nations The proposal 
8s designed to clamp down on the spread of conventions! 

aren. as well as mucicar and chemocal 
MOTTA Dy mercaving the traensparcncs of sach arms 

trae > s, Karie sand 

mohogecal 

ip { «ew @ @ Geclaraton on ares control. the eeoven 

loads (6c) ese + thew support of “a unrversal regrster of 

ams (rsetters” «6C@nder the auspeces of the Unnted 

Nations. “Seach a regrster would alert the mitcrnatonal 

community to an attempt by a state to hurd up holdengs 

of conventional arms bevond a reasonable lewel.” the 

.Ommuniqgue sand 

Kaifu was noncommuttal when asked whether Japan 

would extend financial and to the Sovect | neon He sand 
the Sovicts should speed up the process of relonqursheng 

four Japanese laimed riands off northern Japan whech 

the Sovects seized at the end of World War UL hap has 
linked the return of the mlands to common: and to the 

Sovict U non 

Karfu was also uncnthusiastn about a Sov ret request that 

the West provede up to |) bilhon dollars for a Sovect 

currency Matulzation tund. savime. “rt « crmceal that the 

Soviet Union helps itectt ” Karte added. however. that 

Japan supports the Sovict plan to transform ots cerdrallly 
planned coomomy rte a market coOmoms 

He sand Japar rs willing to “positively partacupate” on the 

Middle East peace process. but did pot claborate on amy 

specif role Japan plans to play Japan ail! stand by UN 
resolutions demanding a “comprehensive soluton” of 

Arab-Israc: hostilrties. he wd 

Nlitterrand Advocates G8 

LDV 14449) Parts Prams Donte ’ Ru d \y i"mewk 

in French 1400 GUT 1° Jel) 

[Teat) Pressdent Mitterrand has capressed the «rew that 
it 1s desirable for the ¢ sroup of Scven to hooome a Croup 

of Exght. thus a G8. which would mctede the Sowet 

Limon. At the moreent the frurt « nol nope but aon a 
direction that we should take. sand Eroncon Moetterrand 

at a news conference held at the ond of the sere of the 
seven most industrialized countries The French prew- 

dent also announced that the mcohest cowntres m the 

world had decided to cance! betwcen ) and 80 mroent 

of the official det of the poor countries UU atl wow the 
poor countries had benefitted trom redectrons of 44 

percent of ther dem Presadent Mitterrand also called on 

hes partners of rhe seven most industralired cowntnes to 
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take the msk of beiping the Sovect Umon as of now a 
chance should be given to dialoguc. sand the bead of 
state 

haifu on Island Talks 

OW 1707150391 Tokvo AVODO om Eneliok 

128 GMT I Jel 9! 

[By Narvto (yhta] 

[Text] London, July 17 KYODM)—Japanese Prome VV 
mict Toshrk: Kaifu told Sowect Present Mekhal Com 
bachev on Wednesday that he hopes to speed wp cfhorth 
% resolve a terrtonal dispute that has Mocked th 
conclusion of a bilatcral peace treaty folhowenge World 

War ll 

In thesr seoon.d meeting mn three months. Crorhactees told 
Kartu that mutual confidence-howosting measures A 

needed, bul suggested more unt. would be needed holon 
the territonal dispute over fowr Sovict-held rmlands of! ot 
Hokkando "ss settled “iH we can boost comfiGemcc thon « 

will be able to resolve the difficult protices the 

troubling ws.” Japanese officials quoted Crort.ac h 
saying. “l am sure that with tome we well be alle to wo 
even the most difficull msucs ~ 

While the Soviet president recognized during brs vert 
Japan om April the carntence of a territernal depet 

between the two countries, be did not make epecits 
reference to the msue during the meeting with Kartu 
London 

Kartu told Gorhachey that he regards speeding wp th 
pace of discuswons on the territornal drpete and » 

subsequent peace trcaty as the most proweng Peleters 
issce 

Kartu told reporters after the 40-minute meeting at th 
Sovect Embassy that compared to thew April pario 
which tasted a wrenching |} howrs over three days thy 
aimosphere seemed congenial 

Crorhacley . in apparent agreement. was quoted as tolling 

Kartu that “the we appears to have begun meltony 
Crorhbachey sand. “I feel that lapanese leadersiup 

adopting a realistic attyvtude. and | also fee! the lapancs 

people are very warm-hearted.” adding that be too 
hoped to strengthen relatroms 

(on coonomaec rsucs, Crorhactes stoewed that hes Coant 
plans to hetp iteclf, but said that coononn reform on 

lagging behind political heralization. officials san! 

Kartu told Gorbachev he has the rmpreswon thet 
Soviet Union rs intent on estableshing a market-orrcntod 
coonomy, and urged a shift of resources from mira 
mndustry to crvehan mdustiry 

Kartu offered to dispatch nuclear power caperts to holp 
emsure the safe operation of Sovect atomn power plants 

but he dechned to discuss large-scale COOMOTIN aNers 

tance wate! CGrorbaches met with the full group of headers 
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The belateral meeting was held shortly before Gorhaches 
was duc to address a jormnt merting of Karfu and the 
leaders of sm other tapos wndusinalized nations who 

have been holding thew annual summa m the Britesh 
capital 

Kaifu told reporters later that m order for the Sovect 
l'mon to recerve and from Japan. « would have to 
present a conmvenceng plan for cconome reforms 

hohl: ‘Milestone in Disarmament 

LDICVCI92191 Hambture DPA om German 1814GMUT 

1” Jul 9] 

[Text] London (DPA}—FRG Chancellor Helmut Kohl 
told powrnalrsts after the meeteng between the London 

summmutcers and CGorhachey: “Theres was a truly hestorn 

day.” The meeting with the beads of state and govern- 
ment of the seven leaGing Western mndustnal countries 
“took place m an open and friendly atmosphere. There 
were no mhibitroms about discussing everytning” The 
atmosphere for the talks was umproved by the agreement 
on the START disarmament tulks. Thes agreement ms a 
“milestone om disarmament.” They agreed on all verifi- 
.eiton procedures, the chancellor said 

(in the talks themecives. Kohl sand Gorhachey had 

spoken omtensively from notes “wrth all the vivacity we 

know from hem.” Grorhachey gave an “wnaparing inven- 
tory” of all the Sovect Union's difficulties. Kohl's 
mpresseon rs that Crorhachey 's “personal «oll to reform” 

6 “unbroken.” Ceoorhachey ms firmly resotved to contenue 

along the path embarked upon regardless of all resre- 
tance. the chancellor sand 

(rorhaches also sees reform of the Sovect ( onstitutron 

and the relatronshup between the republics as the most 
important preregurute for everything else Gorhaches rs 
prepared to amend the Constitution, nght up to derect 

election of the Soviet president 

Koh! called the advice from the four mternational fnan- 

cal organnatons—the IMF, World Bank. European 
Rank for Recomstruction and Cooperation, and the (rga- 
nization for Economie Cooperation and Development — 
tered to Crorhachey by the partropants na the summit 

a “Step toward complete normalization with the Sovect 
L mon” and a “forst great step by the Sovect Umon onto 
the world coonem, ~ Gorhachey mvited the finance 
muenisters of the seven summit countries to Moscow to 

discuss the financial situation m the Sovect Umon. The 
mMvitation was accepted 

Koh! described the London talks with Gorhaches as the 
“starteng poent for deeper cooperation” with the Sovect 

lt mon Me personally « “most satesfied” with the result 

Nakayama-Besomertaykh Talks Set 

OW 10719168! Tedvo AVODDO in Enelioh 
1906 GMT 17 Jul OI 

{Text} Londen, July 17 KYODO—Japanese Foreign 
Miniter Taro Nakayama and Sovict Forign Monrster 
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Alcksandr Bessmerinvih agreed Wednesday to hold a 
mecting in October to discus, meucs Concerning Awan 

countnes, Japancee officials sand 

The two foreign ministers reached the accord during an 
hourlong mecting on the ba«* day of the London summun 
of seven major industrizhszci natons. They also agreed 
on holding a sccond rowed of poly comsuliaions m 
mid-September Japan proposed the holdeng of the two 

mectings, but the venuc of the conferences w 4s Not st 

Towcheng on assrstance to the Sovect U mon, Nakayama 
told Besemetinyskh that Tokyo will further promote 
technecal assrstance, mchudong tha! im the tramsportation 
and distributvon fields, based on a techmecal assstance 
treaty agreed on April The Japanese forengn muenrster also 

pledged to dispatch an cov rowmental research team, 
and to receive Sovict traimec. and orovede know-how on 

the safe management «! woclear power plants, the offi- 
cials sand. He also sand Toh 0 will seoerve traeneces for the 

management and renews! of « | refineng faceletees and 
will despatch cxperts to the Sovict U neon 

(on the pending rssuc of a visit by Nakayama to Moscow 
Bessmericvih mndicated that 1 1 difficult to realize the 
viet at present but sand he would the to contmuec 

negotiations on a diplomatic level. the offecsal: sc. He 
cited summer vacations m August and the lnned 
Nations Greneral Assembly and other major conferences 

on human nights scacduled in September as reasons for 

the difficulty Nakayama sand that sufficeent preparation 
would be necessary om orde: to make the vest a “Dreab- 
through” om Japan-Sovect velateas, suggestong that he 
will not press for the vrsrt to take place at an carly date 

Majer: Histeric Day 

LDIOC 224291 Lomdom PRESS ASSOC TATTON 

m peectelioh 100GMT 1 Ja 9! 

[Report by Bob Newton. Chen Moncreff, ané Tom 
McMollan, PRESS ASSOC TATION) 

[Excerpt] The Sovect LU mron tedlay took its estore first 

steps towards becoming a full member of the world 
coonemen community. Johr Major sand that. on a day 

“history will ewe as a landmark.” Sowe t President 
Mirkharl Gorhache. had given the Group of Seven mundus 
tral natvons a “full and frank” explanation of plats to 

drag hes crumbling cowntry towards a market coonomy 

Mr. Mayor, charmman of the G-’, told a news conference 

after the mectong that Sovect changes would deliver 
“wrreveruble and successful coonome reform” He 

announced a wa-pornt package of G7? measures to hack 
thes reform programme bul as capected it was heavy on 

advice and short cs cash and But Mr Major came up 
with one surprise: He «oll vesrt Moscow thes year to keep 
mm towch with developments and future (+? charmen 

will follow cach vear 

The pownts were 
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—The USSR would be granted special status with the 
International Monetary Fund and World Bank. This 
was “an enormous step.” said Mr. Major, and would 
give them access to technical help. 

—The G-7? was asking for all international institutions to 

work closely together and intensify efforts to support 
the Soviet Union with advice and expertise to help it 
create a market economy. 

—The G-7? agreed on the need to intensify technical 
assistance particularly in energy, converting defence 
industries to civilian output, food distribution and 
nuclear safety. 

—Efforts would be made to promote trade. 

—The chairman of the G-7 summit should keep in close 

touch with developments. “There was a general wish 
that I should visit Moscow before the end of the year. 
tam happy to do so.” said Mr. Major. 

—Contact would be taken “a little further” and G-7 
faance ministers would go to the Soviet Union. Mr. 
Mayor, replying to questions, said he believed the 
summit represented “a new start” in relations between 
East and West 

Mr. Gorbachev said: “London represents a start in a new 

Guality of co-operation.” Asked how the relationship 
between G-7 and Soviet Union might develop, Mr. 
Gorbachev replied: “The ice has started moving, as 
somebody once put it, and the we breaker 1s on its way.” 

Mr. Gorbachev said the Soviet Union was engaged in 
adopting “rules of the game as it were, which are 
practised in other countries” and asked for under- 
standing. “I put emphasis on that word—understanding. 
We want to be properly understood.” 

The Soviet president described talks with G-7 as unique 
and prarsed Mr. Mayor's handling of negouations, which 
had produced “constructive” spirit. 

The prime minister hailed the agreement. He said: “This 
has been a day | believe that history may well see as a 

landmark. It will, I believe, be seen as a first step towards 

helping the Soviet Union become a full member of the 
world economic community.” 

President Gorbachev sand he wanted a new relationship 
with the West..but Moscow's reforms would succeed 
with or without Western help. Speaking through an 
interpreter, he told the news conference the West had to 

move towards the Soviet Union and take down barriers 
erected againsi Moscow in the past. “There ts a need to 
remove the roadblocks. There 1s a need for movement 
from the other side.” 

Integration of Moscow with the world economy would 
not work “if we continue to be seen from the standpoint 

during the years of confrontation”. The Soviet Union 
was in a process of economic and political reform to be 
“capable of adopting the rules of the game, (the) prac- 
ices...preached in all countries in the world.” 
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Private investment and freedom were being encouraged 
and people were being given the “vital oxygen for 

society.” The Soviet Union would succeed with is 
reform programme eventually with or without help from 
the West but 11 wanted cooperation and a new relation- 
ship with the West. 

“We shall extricate ourselves whether you help us or 
not.” the interpreter quoted Mr. Gorbachev as saving. 

The news conference followed remarkable discussions 
between the Soviet president and leaders of the group of 
seven western democracies. Mr. Mayor said the mecting 
established “a partnership with the Soviet Union on a 
new and better footing.” 

“Today has meant a lot,” said Gorbachev, describing the 
session as “one of the most important mectings of our 
tume.” [passage omitted] 

Kohl: Gorbachev Case Well Put 

LD1I707233491 Berlin ADN in German 

2245 GMT 17 Jul 91 

[Text] Hamburg (ADN)}—FRG Chancellor Helmut Kohl 
said late this evening about the talks in London between 
the heads of state or government with Mikhail Cror- 
bachev: “I am satisfied with the day.” Gorbachev put hrs 
case convincingly and all participants in the summit 
agreed that he deserves support, Kohl said im an inter- 
view with ARD'’s TAGESTHEMEN. 

The Soviet president had “embarked on a long path. 
which requires an enormous amount of courage. He 1s, 
$0 to speak, on the other side of the mountain. There ts 

no way back.” the chancellor said. 

Gorbachev had made “interesting proposals.” for 
example meetings with the finance ministers and the 
economics ministers with responsibility for medium-size 
firms. Kohl said the Federal Republic will coordinate 
closely with Great Sritain with regard to turther contacts 
with Gorbachev. In this contest the chancellor 
announced a mecting soon with British Prime Minister 
John Major. 

The impetus for promoting development plans in the 
Soviet Union is “very important” for the Federal 
Republic too, Kohl said, and gave as an example the 
modernization of Soviet nuclear power stations to bring 
them up to the latest safety standards 

Major To Visit Japan 

OW 1807080791 Tokvo KYODO in Enelish OS41 GMT 

IS Jul 91 

[Text] London, July 18 KYODO—British Prime Min- 
ister John Mayor will visit Japan carly next year, a top 
British Government official sand Wednesday night 

The official was speaking to reporters after Sovict Pres- 
ident Mikhail Gorbachev met Mayor and other leaders of 
seven economic powers here 
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Mayor's visit to Japan may follow his visit to Moscow on 
behalf of the seven leaders later this year to continue 
talks with the Soviet Union. 

USSR's Special IMF Status 

AU 1807093291 Cologne Deutschlandfunk Network 
in German 0900 GMT 18 Jul 91 

[Text] According to FRG Foreign Minister Hans- 
Dietrich Genscher, the summit meeting of the seven 
leading industnal countnes in London has taken the 
decisive steps toward integrating the Soviet Union into 
the world economy. 

In a Deutschiandfunk interview this morning, Genscher 
mentioned in particular the fact that the Soviet Union 
has been offered a special status with the International 
Monetary Fund and the World Bank. He stressed that 
the whole world will profit from the opening of the 
USSR. In that respect, Genscher cited the fact that the 
safety of the Soviet nuclear power plants will be 
upgraded with international assistance, and the coun- 
try’s natural gas and oil production will be developed. 
On the whole, the London summit was another mile- 
stone in international politics, said the minister. 

Gorbachev, Bush Agree To Reduce Nuclear Weaponry 

LDI707135191 London PRESS ASSOCIATION 

in Enelish 1308 GMT 17 Jul 91 

[Report by Tom Mecmullan, PRESS ASSOCIATION 
diplomatic correspondent] 

[Excerpt] A major move to cut the world’s nuclear 
weaponry was announced in London today by the 
United States and Soviei Union. President Mikhail 
Gorbachev and President George Bush agreed to instruct 
their negotiators to reach an agreement on a START 
treaty cutting cach side's long-range nuclear weaponry by 

W percent. As a result the two leaders will hoid a summit 
in Moscow at the end of this month. The US. insisted a 
summit could be held only after an agreement was 
reached on the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty. 

Mr Gorbachev and Mr Bush met for an hour over lunch 
at Winfield House, the official residence of the U.S. 
Ambassador in London. Afterwards at a joint news 
conterence Mr Gorbachev announced they had agreed to 
instruct their negotiators now working Geneva to reach 
an agreement. He added: “Once again | have invited 
President Bush to visit the Soviet Union at the end of 
July. The Soviet people will be ready to extend their 
hospitality to the US. President, to Mrs Bush and those 
who accompany him to Moscow.” Mr Bush, who 
expressed pleasure at meeting Mr Gorbachev again, said: 
“There were compromises on all sides.” 

The agreement represents the highlight of the week's G7 
summit of the world’s main industrial leaders which 
ended at lunchtime today. Prolonged talks took place in 
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Washingion al the weekend between U.S. Secretary of 
State James Baker and the Soviet Foreign Munister 
Aleksandr Bessmerinykh. 

It was announced afterwards that except for one issue 
agreement had been reached. This was described as 
technical relating to classifying the weapons and experts 
in Geneva have sought a solution over the past few days. 
But only last night Mr Baker said they had not yet found 
a solution. Earlier today in an interview, howeve;, U.S. 
National Security Adviser Brent Scowcroft said that 
although the issue was technical, “the breakthrough 1s 
going to take a political decision”. 

It now seems clear that Mr Gorbachev and Mr Bush 
decided to give their negotiators the go-ahead to reach 
final agreement. 

The agreement which follows almost nine years of inter- 
mittent talks will represent a boost for Mr Gorbachev's 
pleas for help with the Seviet economy. Almost imme- 
diately after his luncheon meeting with Mr Bush he 
drove to meet the G7 leaders to set out a case for 
economic aid. The Soviet Union has been open to 
criticism that heavy defence expenditure prevents any 
realistic economic development. The decision to agree 
on a START treaty represents an answer to this criti- 
cism. 

Mr Gorbachev said: “We have moved further away from 
the threat of nuclear war.” [passage omitted] 

Japan, EC Agree To Hold Sep Trade Talks 

OW 1807022791 Tokvo KYODO in English 

0131 GMT 18 Jul 91 

[Text] London, July 17 KYODO—Japan and the Euro- 
pean Community agreed Wednesday to hold three-day 
trade talks among themselves, the United States, and 
Canada beginning September 12 in France, Japanese 
Government sources said. Japan's International Trade 
and Industry Minister Evnchi Nakao and Frans Andries- 
sen, vice president of the European Community Com- 

mission, made the agreement on the three-day quadri- 
lateral talks, the first such gathering since last October. 

The participants are expected to discuss a year-end 
conclusion to the Uruguay Round of multilateral trade 
talks which stalled last December over a dispute on farm 
trade. 

The leaders of the seven economic powers agreed 
Wednesday at the close of their London summit to work 
toward ending the round by the end of the year. 

Red Cross Warns SFRY Against Abuse of Emblem 

L.D180708499] Bern Swiss Radio International 

in English 2130 GMT 17 Jul 91 

[Text] The all-Swiss International Committee of the Red 
Cross [ICRC] has warned all sides in the Yugoslav 
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conflict against abusing the Red Cross emblem to dis- 
guise military operations. The ICRC said ut sent an 
appeal to the parties involved to respect basic interna- 
tional humanitarian law after receiving allegations that 
the emblem had been misused. It said the appeal was a 

reminder that the Red Cross symbol may only be used in 
medical and humanitarian activities. 

Drug Dealing Through Ex-Easit Bloc States Noted 

401207192391 Vienna DIE PRESSE in German 
1? Jul 91 p 3 

{Heinz Mueller report: “The Bulgarian Connection: 
Stuff for Western Dreams” ] 

[Text] Vienna—It did not take long for the drug smug- 
glers to adjust to the new political situation in Europe. A 
bit more than one-and-a-half years after the fall of the 

“Iron Curtain” drug business in the former East Bloc is 
flourishing. The 180 members of the Austrian drug 
squad, together with their colleagues from other Euro- 
pean countries, have to watch completely new transpor- 

tation routes. The old “Balkan route” has gained com- 
petition 

Soon after the opening of the borders, the investigators 
realized that the dealers would discover a new market in 
the former cast bloc countries. There were repeated 

reports about drug problems from these states, again and 
again couriers were arrested at the not quite so impenc- 
trable borders 

During the first two months after the “revolution” in the 
former GDR, 130 drug transports between western and 
eastern Germany were discovered. Experts estimate the 
annual turnover on the drug market in the five new 
German laender at 14 billion schillings 

“What is happening now in the former GDR is what 
happened in our country 20 years ago.” Werner Keuth, 

head of the IV/8 Department (central office for com- 

bating drug-related crimes) in the Interior Ministry, says. 
“Now the people there get hashish and can buy pharma- 
cevticals....” 

Of course, eastern Germany not only serves as a poten- 

tial market for the drug barons but also as a transit 
country. Over the past months police received reports 
from Poland that increasing amounts of dope are pro- 
duced for Western Europe in various illegal laboratories. 

There are also signs that cocaine from South America 
reaches Poland via Warsaw airport and is then trans- 
ported to the West across the open borders. This 1s quite 
easy: Police and customs officials are overtaxed with 
checking these new smuggling routes. 

“Germany is now surrounded,” Keuth says, “Cocaine 
and other drugs come from Poland, and drugs have come 
from the big ports in the Netherlands for years.” 

Of course, one need not look far from Austria to observe 

the new development on the drug market Around 
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Budapest a still unknown number of Arabs have settled, 
who serve as “depot holders” for heroin there. 

It »s sull unknown where the dealers, most of whom are 
Egyptians, get the drugs: “We assume that the heroin 
comes form the Middle East,” Keuth says, “That 1s, from 
Iran, Afghanistan, and Pakistan.” 

Austria and the CSFR as Transit Countries 

lt 1s also unclear whether a big organization, such as the 
Mafia, is behind the Egyptians or whether the whole 
thing 1s sect up on a smaller scale—so-called “ants 
smuggling” (Keuth). 

From Hungary the drugs are transported to the West 
ether via Austna or via the CSFR. Apropos CSFR: 
Here, too, police have been struggling against the drug 
problem, particularly in the areas near the border, since 

the fall of the barbed-wire fences. Austrians are settling 
there with bars and nightclubs, which serve as market- 
places for the drugs. Intensified control of these borders 
by the Austrian authorities has already led to success in 
the form of several arrests. In March 1990 and in April 

1991 several Czechoslovaks with a total of tree kg of 
heroin were arrested in Vienna. In 1990 a total of 320.5 
kg of hashish, cight kg of raw opium, 72.4 kg of heroin, 
and 41.2 kg of cocaine were seized in Austria. 

Keuth learned from Soviet colleagues that drugs are 
increasingly transported to Western Europe from the 
production areas in Afghanistan. In 1989 Afghanistan 
reportedly produced $80 tonnes of opium, five times as 
much as in 1976. For quite some time the airport in 
Moscow has been a base for those courers, who think 
that they will not have any problems entering Western 
Europe with their illegal goods from a rather unsusp- 
cious country 

Recently Interior Minister Franz Loeschnak concluded a 
working agreement with his Bulgarian counterpart, such 
agreements already cxist with most other European 
countnes. The drug squads in the individual states brief 
each other on the latest trends, exchange statistics, and 
give their colleagues some hot tips. An agreement with 
Bulgaria was urgently necessary, since this country has 
most recently become an important stopover for the drug 
smugglers on their complicated transport routes. From 
Turkey the hot goods are smuggled no longer exclusively 
via Greece, Yugoslavia, and Austria—the old “Balkan 
route” on European Road Number Five—but increas- 
ingly via Bulgaria and Romania to Hungary. 

The paths separate in Hungary—one leaas to Western 
Europe via Austria, the other one reaches the same 
destination via the CSFR; however, one cannot find one 
single route: Sometimes the smugglers accept long 
roundabout routes to pass through more unsuspicious 
border checkpoints 

Trucks continue to be the most frequently used means of 
transportation, sometimes they have false bottoms. The 
“stuff of which dreams are made™ 1s also delivered in 
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containers and canisters—and recentlh 15 kg of heroin 
were discovered in a universal joni. Drugs are not the 
least of things coming across the borders buses wath 
Yugoslav and Turkish guestworkers. 

The political situation in Yugoslavia has made the work 
of the smugglers “more difficult™: For some months the 
drugs have Seen shipped directly from Pakistan to the 
port of Kopar and from there by sea cither to Italy and to 
the United States, or via the land route through Austria 
to Germany and the Netherlands. 

In Austria, Vienna-Schwechat Airport 1s considered the 
drug turntable per se—not only for the domestic market 
but also for various other countries. It 1s interesting to 
look at the origins of the arrested drug smugglers: On last 
year’s list there are, in addition to a handful of Austrians. 
above all Nigerians, Hong Kong Chinese, Bolivians, 
Chileans, Uruguayans, Argentines, Indians, Turks. Ital- 
1ans, and Germans. 

Heroin in the Stomachs of Black Couriers 

The Nigerians, who were “intensively involved in 
hashish smuggling” (Keuth) in the past, have adjusted to 
the changed consumer habits and now deliver more 
heroin. How this stuff, which mostly comes from the Far 
East, reaches Nigeria 1s another story. 

From Africa the smugglers then fly to Europe: the herown 

1s hidden either in false bottoms of suitcases or—stored 
in condoms—in the stomachs of the couriers. If the 
hurdle “Vienna” has been cleared, the heroin 1s mostly 
transported to Italy by railroad. The Mafia and the 
(Camorra take over the transport to the United States— 

in return South American cocaine comes to Europe. 
“Coke”—as cocaine 1s called in the drug scene—will 
probably become the mayor problem over the next years: 
Since drug dealers and consumers are receiving increas- 
ingly harsh punishments in the United States, the pro- 
ducers from South America are looking for other mar- 
kets—Europe and Japan. 

During the first six months of this year more of the 
former high- society drug was seized in Austra than 
during all of 1990. In Germany investigators made a 
record find in October 1990: Almost one tonne of the 
white powder was seized near Frankfuri—its black- 
market value: 1.4 billion schillings. 

* Japan's Ube Industries Expansion Plans 

YIGEO3334 Duesseldorf HANDELSBLATT in German 
6 Mav Yi pl 

{Article by Andreas Gandow: “Sales Opportunites im 
Europe Have Been Underutilized™] 

| Text] Tokyo, 5 May—Follow.ng the opening of a fac- 
tury for composite materials in Great Britain next year, 

the Japanese chemical and plant construction concern 
Ubi Industries Lid. (Sanwa Bank Group) also plans to 
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bur'd a production base for aluminum wheels in the 
future in Europe to strengthen its ties with the European 
auto industry. 

Yoshiyuki Mochizuki, financial manager (senior man- 
aging director) of the company announced this in an 
interview with the HANDELSBLATT. Ube Industries 
Lid.. which 1s currently carrying out an ambitious pro- 
gram to diversify and internationalize its business 
activity, had assumed a convertible bond for this pur- 
pose at the beginning of the year on the German capital 
market, with a total amount of 170 million German 
marks [DM]. 

For the 1990/1991 business year yust ended (31 March). 
Mochizuki put the company’s sales at about 470 billion 
yen (about DM5.6 billion), with the mncrease in revenues 
of about 10 percent, lagging slightly behind orginal 
planning. Chemical products and cement cach contrb- 
uted about 40 percent of sales, the remaining 20 percent 
of revenues was derived primarily from activities im 
machine and plant construction. Among the new prod- 
ucts developed up to this time (about 3 percent of sales). 
the manufacture of materials for the clectronics industry 
18 particularly important. 

Mochizuki explained that the previous cxpansion of 
capacity in petrochemicals in particular had contributed 
to this growth in sales. On the customer side, a definite 
dependence on the auto and construction industry cxrsts, 
with about 20 percent of total business being done with 
each. About 18 percent of sales were achieved in exports. 
the most important foreign market being South East Asia 
(70 percent of exports) ahead of the United St:tes (20 
percent) and Europe (10 percent). 

A Limited Decline in the Operating Result 

Mochizuki explained that the present probiem 1s devel- 
opment of income. Regular income (profit before 
extraordinary earnings and taxes) had been inflated two 
years ago as the result of the sale of securitics to 
compensate for losses from a group undertaking. so that 
there would now be a clear decline here. But, even with 
the operating result taken as a more narrowly defined 
quantity, a limited decline would show up, Mochizuki 
announced. 

Japanese stock market analysts are predicting a signifi- 
cant decline im regular income for Ube Industries of a 
full 30 percent to 18 billion yen (about DM220 million) 
in the fiscal year just ended and a slight reduction in the 
operating result (before financial income and expenses) 
of 3 percent to 30 billion (about DM 360 million). 

Mochizuki explains this with the fact that substantial 
cost increases (raw materials, marketing and administra- 
tion, and financing costs) could not have been pushed 
through in the requisite degree and at the time required 
because of their weak negotiating position with respect 
to their customers: “This is a general problem in the 
primary industry and this trend wall most likely con- 
tinue.” 
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However, Mochizuki's overall assessment of business 

development in the 1991/1992 fiscal year just started 1s 
opumustic: For the auto industry an end to the present 
trough could be anticipated in the second half of the year 

in the wake of the economic revival in the United States 
and increased demand in Japan resulting from the intro- 
duction of new models. In the construction industry, 
Steady expansion could be expected in view of the state's 
plans to broaden the infrastructure. and besides that 

business development in the machine and plant con- 

Siruction sector was consistently brisk, on both domestic 

and cxport business, particularly to South East Asia 

Turning in more detail to the company’s activitics in 

Europe, Mochizuki stated that the fact that only one 
tenth of exports had been sold in this regron until now 
showed that opportunities for expansion would continuc 
to canst here. Thies was particularly true with respect to 
the mcreasing production activity of Japanese compa- 

mcs in Europe, which de facto meant a shift of the 

market. The competitive situation differed from the one 
in the United States. because the European competitors 
had cach developed an “all-round engagement” 
embracing all market segments 

| he's future presence im the European market 1s to be 
Strengthened with three projects 

* After the previous agency in Germany had been 
converted unto the Ube Europe GmbH sales company 
in 1988. Ube International BV finance company was 

established om the Netherlands in 1990. As was done 
previously on the United States. un consunction with 

the all-purpose trading house Marubeni: Corp. as the 

production company. European Technological Com- 

posite Lid. was founded im Great Britamn. where the 

manufacture of composite matenals (PP composite 

plastics and ABS artificial resin) 1s to begin next year 
From thes production base in Europe primarily active 

lapanese automobile manufacturers are to be sup- 

pled. There are additional plans to send one-fifth of 

production to the Sovict auto industry. Mochizuki 

emphasized however that there 1s thought of devel- 

oping business tics with European auto manufac- 
turers on the future. In the first phase. planned annual 

production will be 6.000 tons. by the mid 1991's a 

massive capansion of capacity « planned to bring 
annual output to 20.000 tons 

Mochizuki stated that along the lines of the method 
tollowed mm the United States, there 1s thought of con- 
Siructing a factory for aluminum automobile wheels 

with efforts to obtain new sales directed primarily at the 

European auto industry. The base in the United States 

will begin production in the fall, with General Motors 
being one of the principal customers 

Reducing Passenger Car Weight 

In Japan there 1s an expectation that as a result of the 

administratively forced requirement to reduce passenger 

car weight on the vears ahead. especially om the U nited 

States, there will be a marked increased in the use of 
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aluminum and plastic Components in the automohbuiic, 
with the amount of aluminum alone possibly rising from 
about 5 percent now (average vehicle weight now: 10) 

kg) to 20 percent by the year 2000 (forecast: 1.100 kg) 

Mochizuki: stated that a decision on the schedule and the 

site of this proyect had yet not been made. market studies 

were being conducted currently along with markcting 
activities, since the factory was to be built in ummediate 
proximity to a mayor customer if possible. Mochizuki 

“Since ut 1s de facto a matter of pure yob-order produc- 

won, probably only Great Britain and Germany are being 
considered as sites for this European aluminum wheel 

factory.” He said that ut was conceivable that a decision 
would be made before the end of the coming year 

¢ Finally there was thought in the medium-term of 
developing additional production activity for chem- 
ical products in Europe. but there had not been any 

concrete decision so far on this question. Mochizuki 

emphasized that strong interest cxrsted in cooperating 
with a European partner. To this end the company 

had set up research offices mn Germany and Creat 

Britain whose workers maintain contacts to compa- 
mics, universitics, and other research institutions to 

discover commercially mtcresting technologies tor 
Ube. Last year a company was set up in this way in 
Japan with the Swiss EMS Chemical AG. which 1s to 

Start produrjion in 1992) for the nylon raw material 

Laurvi-Lactam 

Besides this cffort to expand business in Europe. Mochi- 
7uk: also has considerable capectations trom intensifying 

business relations with the USSR as a market on the plant 

construction business but also as a supplier of mncapen- 
sive coal in order to reduce [Japan's] heavy dependence 
on Austraha 

The activities in Europe are an integral component of the 
“New Ube™ long-term strategy. formulated in 1990. to 
realize which a total equivalent of about DM 3 billion rs 

to by invested at home and abroad in the neat five years 
Mochizuki explained that with an annual cash flow of 

one half of this amount this means that an additional 

equivalent of DM1.5 bilhon would have to Se financed 

through the capital markets 

Involvement in Europe Is a Part of the Long-Term 
Strategy 

The quantitative objectives of the long-term strategy are 
sales of 640 billion ven in the mid 1990's (ordinary 
carnings: 45 bilhon yen. ie percent of sales, for 

comparison: forecast 1991-1992) 3.6 percent) and im the 

year 2000 of 1,000 bilhon ven (entire group 2.00% dillon 

yen) with ordinary carnings of 100 bilhon yen (10 

percent of sales) 

Simultancously, as part of the planned extensive capital 

market operations. the capital resources ratio, whech at 

just under 15 percent 1s substantially below the compet- 

itors’ level, 1s to be improved to 60 percent. Finally, with 

an expansion of the number of workers from about 2.000 
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now to 7,500. a halving of the number of workers active 
in production and administration and a massive increase 

in personne! in the area of sales and RAD (from 1.400 at 
present to 4,000) 1s planned. 

Mochizuki explains that the content of company plan- 

ning defined three tasks or objectives im particular. 

Uuhzation of synergistic effects between the four 
company areas of cement, chemicals, machinery, and 
plant construction, which had been too little inte- 

grated with one another. Here the aim was to open up 

resources within the company, bringing together kno- 
whow about materials and moulding machines or in 
cement and chemical products. 

Moving ahead to products and systems with greater 
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value added. The compary strategy defines the fol- 
lowing future areas concretely: the auto industry. 
aircraft and space technology. refined chemicals. the 
electronics industry, health/medical equipment 
including pharmaceuticals, home construction, and 
energy and environmental protection equipment. 
Steppiong up global involvement in view of the limits 
to internal opportunities for expansion in the form of 
increased exports, an expansion of production 
activity outside Japan and intensification of techno- 
logical cooperation with pariners outside Japan. 
Mochizuki described the foreign production target of 
100 billion yen for the year 2000, 1.¢. one-tenth of the 
sales goal, with regard to the share of production 
outside Japan that the Japanese auto industry 1s 
working for at this date of between 25 and 30 percent, 
as high rather than low. 
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Mock Rejects Criticism of His Foreign Policy 

401707130891 Vienna Oesterreich Eins Radio 
Network in German 1000 GMT 17 Jul 91 

[Interview with Foreign Minister Alors Mock by Bettina 
Reutter in Vienna on 17 July—recorded] 

[Text] [Reutter] Mr. Mock, Austria’s attstude toward the 
conflict in Yugoslavia has met with criticism recently. 
particularly abroad. Thus, there have been reports about 
Statements in Brussels, claomeng that the arsonist 1s 
criticizing the tire brigade. Austra has received » arning 
letters—from the Sovict Union, for example. How docs 
Austria react to thal situation now? 

|Mock] It 1s true that initially, when the crisis in Yugo- 
slavia worsened last month, we were sometimes alone in 
our persistent advocacy of protecting human mghts in 
Kosovo, for example, but also un our support for democ- 
ratization, and that we were sometimes criticized. How- 
ever, at this point we are seeing a broad consensus on the 
issues. That means—and I am saying this without arro- 
gance—that the Ausinan standpoint and the Austrian 
assessment were taken into consideration to a great 
extent in the measures that are designed to prevent a 

flare-up of large-scale armed conflicts. 

[Reutter] Sull, the Soviet foregn minister wrote in his 
letter 10 us—to you specifically—that some of the neigh- 
boring states have not passed the maturity test in view of 
the current situation. French Foreign Minister Roland 
Dumas, for example, stated a few days ago that claims— 
territorial claims, the desire to exert influence dating 
back to the past, the end of the past century and the 
beginning of this century—have always led to a bad 
ending. He was clearly referring to Austria. In view of the 
fact that, on the one hand Austria’s proposals have 
repeatedly been taken up, as you just mentioned, and 
that, on the other, Austria's policy has repeatedly been 
strongly criticized, do you think that Austna’s foreign 
policy has not really succeeded in making clear what i 
really wants” 

|Mock] Despite the orginal critecrsm, today’s reality 
shows that our analysis has been accepted as correct. Just 
look at the most recent statements by French President 
Mitterrand—I can confirm every word he said. He 
stressed that efforts must be made to preserve unity, and 
that self-determination must be ensured if this 1s no 
longer possible. Nobody has said this so clearly on this 
country recently, We stick to what we have signed. 
Others may think about historical models for various 
reasons. | leave this to the history teachers who can 
include this in their school instruction, so that we can all 
learn from history. However, we do not return to the 
past, rather we go forward. 

[Reutter] Criticism has also been expressed in Austria 
itself. State Secretary Jankowitsch from the Socialist 
Party of Austria, for example, who 1s responsible for 
European integration, stated that Austria's foreign policy 
has been biased in favor of Slovemia recently. Is this 
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reproach m any way justified m your view, taking into 

consideration that Slovene and Croatian politicians pan 

numecrous visits to the Foresygn Ministry before Slovenia 
and Croatia declared thew mndependence” 

[Mock] There are two aspects: First. 1 1s up to Chan- 

cellor Vranizky whether he allows hes state sccretary to 

compromise hum. We held talks within the Forcign 

Policy Counci, and both of us attended the daily crisis 

mectings. A yornt Ausinan position was adopted on this 
issuc, which was also acknowledged by other countrnes 
after mntial critecrsm. The questeon 1s whether the chan- 

cellor allows hes state secretary to question this linc 

The second aspect ss of a more basic nature. Because of 

the geographical situation, 1 was never a problem for me 

wo recenve a communnt Slovene or Croatian prime 
minister, or a foreygn minister of the two republics after 
a date was fixed by my office. We had lunch or dinner 

together and held a newghborly exchange of views, 
despite the tact that these officials came from dictator- 

ships. At the time | never heard any critecrsm trom Dr 

Jankowitsch that we maintained too close relations with 
dictatorships. Now they have democratic governments. 

and | will not allow anyone to prevent me from main- 

taining the same relationship with the democrats in all 
Yugosiay republes that | marntamed for realistic rea- 

sons—I know very well what realism means in torcign 

policy —with the communist representatives 

[Reutter}] One of State Secretary Jankowrtsch’s concerns 
was the EC's position toward Austria’s activities on thes 

connection. Yesterday evening it was announced that the 
EC will most probably not start talks on Austrian mem- 
bership before 1993. rather than om the coming year. as 
Austria had hoped. Do you see a link here’ 

[Mock] This 1s nothing new at all. The EC never stated 
that talks with Austra will start before | January 1993 

During the past three years, the EC has maimtained the 
position that talks on expansion, the acceptance of new 

members, will not be opened before | January 1993— 
before the single market 1s completed and before the two 
current government conferences are concluded. Let me 
stress the following: | was for some time ironically 
described as the European minister who wants EC entry 

at all costs. However, the desired entry mto the EC—I 
will persistently pursuc this line —wall nev er prevent me 

from advocating human nights and democracy in other 
countnes. Thies must be made very clear 

{Reutter] There have even been rumors that you would 
risk not being accepted as an EC nrember if Slovenia's 
independence were at stake. This means that you would 
be willing to renounce EC membership if Slovema ts 
denied independence 

[Mock] This ss out of the question. These are false 
rumors. However, | have made ut very clear what prin- 

ciples | advocate 
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Says Debate Settles 

AU 7707135091 Vienna Oesterreich Eins Radiw 

Network in German 1000 GMT 17 Jul 9! 

[Telephone interview with Austrian Chancellor Franz 
Vranizky by Fritz Pesata—tive] 

[Excerpt] [Pesata] | would like to divide our conversa- 
ton into two parts, one bering Foreign Minister Mock’s 
critucrsm of Mr. Jankowstsch, your state secretary for 
Europe and integration, and the second the European 
declaration of the OcVP [Austrian People’s Party}. 

Let us start with number onc. During the hostisties in 
Slovenia, the federal government appeared to be Hore in 
harmony than almost ever before. Now that the hostili- 
ties have ended im Yugoslavia. a crisis has emerged 
within the Austrian coalition government. What hap- 
pened, in your opimon”? 

[Vranitzky] It 1s true—and we all know that—that 
sources from several governments in Western Europe. 
but also the Soviet foreign minister, cxpressed certain 
reservations or shghtly different appreciations of the 
situation in Yugoslavia than Austria did. This 1s what 
Jankowitsch was referring to and he did so most pornt- 
edly. He vowed the warning call of a professional diplo- 
mat—and that was al! he did. He neither abancgowed the 
common government course, nor did he drswicrw the 
chancellor or anything like that. He made cornu sis on 
phenomena of owr ime, and | admit that hes come: ents 
were pomted. Nevertheless, u had no negative effects 
and there was no harm. Sometimes it 1s quite good to 
conduct a controversial discussion. This 1s what we did, 
and as far as | am concerned, | would not worry about i 
anymore. 

[Pesataj So t means that you do not feel that you have 
been disavowed by State Secrriary Jankowrtsch, as was 
suspected by Foreign Minister Mock 
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[Vranuzky] No, and | just told you why | do not. 

However, just think of the state secretary in the Finance 
Ministry. who also docs not always make statements that 
are om full accord with hrs munrstcr, and im thes case 
people do not constantly talk of disavowal. Let me 
repeat: Jankowrtsch sand something thal was not only 

cxpressed by people abroad but occasionally by high- 
ranking diplomats of our country and other alert. leading 
officials from the spheres of polutics and the coonomy. 
Fundamentally. this 1 nol a position contradictory to 
the jount foreign policy. but the result of a certam 
concern. We have thoroughly discussed this rssuc, and 
there 1s nothing cise | have to add to that. 

[Pesata] Sull, the OcVP feels offended by Jankowsrtsch’s 
pointed remarks. Do you mmtend to discuss maticrs with 
Jankowitsch or with the OcVP to clear this mrsunder- 
standing” 

[Vraniuzky] No, | do not, because | do not have to micnd 
to do something that has been settled. | discussed this 
matter with Jankowitsch, too, and | talked to Mr. Mock 
on the telephone last Friday, after Mr. Jankowsrtsch had 
made his statement. There 1s nothing more that needs to 
be discussed in this connection. [passage omitted] 

Vranitzky Urges Closing of Krsko Nuclear Reactor 

40 1807073991 Vienna Oesterreach Eins Radio 

Network in German 0500 GMT 18 Jul 

[Text] The Krsko nuclear power plant in Slovenia will 
Start operation again today. lt was closed down carly m 

July because of the fighting in Slovenia. Austrian Chan- 
cellor Franz Vranizky expressed his surprise and 
stressed that the government im Vienna will do every- 
thing im its power so that Krsko will eventually be 
definitely closed down. He sand that, basically, he 
believes that the situation m Slovenia, which os still 
unstable, speaks against putting the power plant imto 
operation again 
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Belgium 

Cease-Fire Monitoring Team Leaves for SFR 

LDIOO7 182291 Brussels La Une Radw Network 

in French 1500 GMT 1° Jul 91 

[Text] Five Belgians, four military personne! and a 
diplomat, flew to Yugoslavia this morning They are 
participating mm the European mission monitormng the 
cease-fire 

Socialist Party President killed in Liege 

LDISO7082291 Parts France-Inter Radw Network 

in French O800 GMT 18 Jul 91 

[Text] Andre Cools, former Belgian minister of cco- 
nomic affairs, has been assaswnted. Andre Cools, who 
had been president of the Socialist Party un Belgrum. was 
killed at 0730 today in the center of Liege 

Netherlands 

* Problems for Netherlands EC Presidency Analyzed 

YIENOOSSA Rotterdam NRC HANDELSBLAD 

in Dutch (Special Supplement) 29 Jun 91 pp 3-4 

[Article by Rob Memes: “A President With a Sharply 
Dissenting Opinion”) 

[Text] THE FINANCIAL TIMES recently called the 
Netherlands unsurtable for the EC Presidency. and in the 
meantime The Hague tiself is tempering expectations 
But nevertheless: “Every time you sce the same thing 
The ministers say that they have nothing spectacular om 
mind, even though nearly all of them dream of a break- 
through that will bear thei name for vears to come ~ 

The Dutch Presidency of the EC. which begins on 
Monday, 1s encumbered by a practical dilemma. What 
the Netherlands wants to make of the Community dev:- 
ales $0 greatly on essential ports from the norm. and 
moreover from what the large countries want, that i 1s 
becoming difficult to arbitrate and put forth compro- 
mises without creating the impression of manipulation 
And it 1s precisely over the course of the neat sia months. 
under Dutch leadership, that treaties must be concluded 
that will fix the monctary and political course of the 
Community for years to come 

The “F-word,” federalism, which 1s considered an 
obscenity in England, 1s the goal of official policy on the 
Netherlands. The Netherlands 1s fundamentally opting 
“for a federal-community legal order.” as expressed in 
one of the many memos sent to the Branenhof by the 
minister and state secretary of foreign affairs in recent 
times. Approval of this direction in the Second Chamber 
18 80 evident that the goal of motions affirming thrs view 
has been to encourage not so much the two members of 
the government as the ambassadors of other FC coun- 
iries 
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Al the same tome. the Netherlands has a fundamental 
difference cf opomon with France and Germany con- 
cerning an upgrading of the club of beads of state and 
government. the European Council. In the Franco- 
German vicw. this council should become a polwy- 
defining institutvon. functioning as an umbrella body for 
the Commun, for the political and monctary union 

and for yudicial Europe. In contrast. the Netherlands sees 

the European Council as a symbol of “old-tashoned 
imicrgovernment, decrsonmaking.” whech consinutcs 

pomarnily an “obstruction to democratization ctlorts ~ 

Moreover, the Netherlands « i favor of a notweable 
Strengthening of the European Parhament and of the 
Furopean Commission. Presadent Muttcrrand has donc 
everything in his power to keep thes parhamentary body. 
whose members wield great purchasing power. in Siras- 
bourg. but he 1s not considering gis ing 1 political respon- 
sibihiues that even his own National Assembly docs not 
enjoy. As far as the Commisson ms concerned. the 

president used a few cynical words to present hrs opinion 

to Prime Minister Lubbers and Monesicr of Forcign 
Affairs van den Brock during a recent lunch on Pare Mr 
Delors and his colleagues “are semply functionaries ~ 

London im turn 1s quite willing to support a strength. 
ening of the European Parhament. but the British 
tremble at the thought of more authority for the Euro- 
pean Commission. Even THE FINANCIAL TIMES. the 

mouthpiece of Britwsh business. recently rejected the 
Commission m a thorough analyses as an “utterly 

undemocratic body.” whose power should be limited at 

once 

Thus, no strong European Commission. no “factor of 
objectivity towards the by definition more sulyective 

port of view of the mndivedual countries.” as Minister 

van den Brock almost poctically typified this bods in a 
speech before the European Movement London. Paris 
and especially Copenhagen as well do not want a Com. 

mission that will slowly devclop into a European govern. 
ment. They want to hold on to the option of hiding 
behind what van den Brock in the same speech dispar 

aged as the “illusory safcty of a natonal veto mght 

Indeed, illusory safety especially for the smaller coun. 
ines, “which can say no. but can also be sulyected to 

strong pressure.” the Dutch minister sand. Mlusery satety 

because even though one can block something with a 
veto, it cannot be used to effect sometheng Thongs arc 
much more hkely to be cflected m a (€ ommunity 

onented, federal structure of weighted majority dec 
ssons. In that weighting system, smaller countries im 
terms of the number of mhabitants have much mor 
weight than large countries. the Netherlands has tiv 
votes, and Germany and the other large countries have 
10. Combined, Benclus even has |) votes, with lew than 
a third of the number of mhabiiants of (reunited) 

Crermany 

THE FINANCIAL TIMES recently called the Nether 

lands unsuitable in practice tor the FC Presedency at thes 
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important puncture. especially because the government 1s 

divided and docs not have a strategxc plan. The article 
chovted both mernment and irmtation in political circles 
in The Hague. primarily because at the moment when it 
was published (the end of May). the maim actors im the 
foreign affairs sector of the cabinct—van den Brock. 
Dankert, Lubbers. and Kok—had just achieved a work- 
able compromise on the function of the European 
Council, the division of roles among NATO. the Western 
European Union, and the EC, and the pronty of the 
Atlant alhance im the area of security and defense 

Furthermore, i 1 more a tactical than a strategic plan 
that the government lacks. In strategnc terms. successive 
governments have wanted the same thing with Europe 
for years now further integration. climination of demo- 
cTatxc shortcomings. improvements with regard to deci- 

siveness. more unity and cohesion towards the outside 
world. In recent years. the goal has also mcluded 
expanding the objective beyond the predominantly cco- 

nomi realm. which has been the dominant character- 
tic of the Community thus far 

Anyone who looks at the preparatory documents for the 

Presidency. anyone who reads the memos to the Second 
Chamber on the European Political Union and the 
Economn and Monctary Unmon, will continuously and 
consistently encounter these objectives. In recent 
months the cabinet. under pressure from the impending 

Presidency. has also decided to do something about 
tactics, in two emportant arcas in particular with regard 
to the role of the European Council and to the possibility 
of a European “defense identity ~ 

Van den Brock. who until recently rejected any strength- 

ening of the European Council, has lately been lavishly 
pransing the vortues of that body as a “proveder of 
impetus and as a “loosener of knots” Prime Minister 
Lubbers rs now disseminating the view that even though 
the European Council « an institution of heads of 
government and of the French president. this by no 
means makes it undemocratx 

The old French attempts to achieve a European defense 
sysiem functroning as independently from America as 
possible rs no longer derisively discredited by van den 
Brock on every occasion. The minester 1s even gong so 
far as to publicly announce that the arm is a separaic 

European course in foreign policy and security and—in 
the long run—a European role in the arca of defense 
These phrases are also mcluded m a letter that he 

together with Defense Minister ter Beck. sent to the 
Second Chamber 

After thes letter was dispatched. when the phrases im 

question were continually quoted m an approving 

manner by PYDA [Labor Party] members of the 
(Chamber van den Brock emphasized that he spoke quite 
conscious!) of “a role mn the area of defense.” suggesting 
that thes “as on a lower plane than the goal of a 
European security policy In the meantime. he is no 
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longer able to conceal hes retreat through ths clabora- 
won. The German-Dutch declaration of 4 Junc. sagned 
by him and Minister Genscher. clearly speaks of the 

“development of a European secursty and defense en- 
uty” and of the “prospects of mecreawng European 
responsibility with regard to defense msucs~ Very rele 
able sources inform us that cvebrows were rancd m 
London at this, with a certam degree of surprise 

Has van den Brock the “hawk.” as be was recently called 
by THE WALL STREET X RNAL because of bes 
opposition to a European defense identity abandoned 
his pet nssuc” Anyone who follows Ro Reemersma im the 
book The Politics of Persuauon must assume that thes 1s 
simply a temporary. tactical Mancuver concerning an 

issuc where the Netherlands has always adopted a some- 
what solated position. “By formueng coaltrons. letteng 
other countries have ther say stalling negotiations by 
insisting on further study conceding once further oppo- 

sition has become pornticss. but then pumping up once a 
new situation has emerged. the Dutch have always 
managed to safeguard their mam goal That security 
policy be exclusively left up to NATION” These are 
Riemersma's words 

The extent to which the Netherlands 1s now slowly berng 

forced to concede on thes pornt will be made evident at 

the end of thes vear in Maastricht. when the treaties on 

the political and monctary uwnron are signed at the 
meeting of the European ( ouwncs! How clearly or how 
vaguely will the prospects of European responsibility 

with regard to defense weucs be spelled out there’ A 
Dutch offical who has been mvolved im months of 

preparations belveves that m such situations the Et 
Presidency works to the detriment of the pressing 
country. “Precisely because you want to avon the 
imopreswon that vou. as president want to push through 

your own seas. there « a tendency m putting forth 
compromise formulations to always adopt a postion 

away from the middie and towards what «. from your 

perspective. the other wide ~ 

The most important pornts. aside from institutional and 
future concerns. are negotiations on the worldwide lb- 
cralization of trade (Ch ATT). the Moeddle East. and and to 

Eastern Europe and the USSR 

In the GATT negotiations. there 1s a has conflict with 
the Unned States. where Washington is primarily con. 
cerned about the fact that has to deal with a sold 
“European” bloc Concerning a solution to the problec avs 
m the Middic East. there were almost recklessly optr- 
mistic sdeas only a few months ago the EC trovka of 
ministers was traveling throughout the arca incessantly 

Perhaps. it was quictly hoped in The Hague. a first step 
could be made on the road to peace during the Dutch 
Presidency. with the Dutch minister attending a Middle 
East conference In the meantime. the prospects of such 
a conference have become much more bicak and there 1s 
little chance of scorme ports here 
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Thongs are indeed powssblc on terms of and to Eastern 
Europe. but on that case somectheng spectacular has to be 
brought up for discussion. And that s cxacth what 
seemed to be happening when Vice Prome Moenssicr Kok 
and Miniter van den Brock. acteng mdependenily. 
advocated full EC membershep for Central and East 

European countries mm the veer 2000. Immediately the 
cabinet spit inte two camps. because Prome Minister 
Lubbers and State Secretary Dankert were vehemently 
opposed to the dangerous sicp of sctteng a date. In the 
meantime, Kok and van den Brock have backed down 
somewhat on thew statements. the year 2000 +s no longer 
mentioned. The four men have now agreed to a formula 
whereby the Central and East European counties must 

be offered a “real prospect” of membershep. In thes way, 

the Netherlands. just on tome for the Pressdency. 1s more 
or less on the marnstream of thinking among the Twelve 

For weeks. those directly involved m the European 
dem-world have been giving signals to the media to the 
eficct that no major perspectives showld be capected 

“The role of the presiding country 1 overestimated by 
the outede world.” writes Dr P. de Heer m the staff 
publication of the Mienestry of Foreygn Affairs. De Heer 
ts a member of the three-man team on that menestry that 

has been appounted to coordinate the entre Dutch term 

as present It « a somewhat defensive attitude, which 

18 also intended to provide ads ance undermining of later 
crvtcrsm At the same tome. an entire army of officials in 
all the munristines has been busily preparing for thes ninth 

Dutch EC Pressdency. some cases sence md-1989. mn 
an cflort to make a success 

“We realize that soon we will be the ones who mua 
preset compromises, work through the might. and 
loosen knots.” saves one high-rankeng official at the 
Minrsiry of Foren Affanws with a wgh “And we have 
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spent so many hours on of recently that we feel lhe we are 
m the last mnstcad of the first month of the Prosdency ~ 
The mayors of Apeldoorn. Amsicrdam. Fdam. Volen- 
dam. Rotierdam. Gotmarsum. Drachicn. Noordwyh. 
and The Haguc. to name only a few. who will soon be 
recerving councils of mumistcrs and small armecs of 
officaals within thew surrdictionms. know what be os 

talkong about. City halls and provincsal government 
buskdongs. castics. and luxury hotcls well be serving as 
mecting places there, The cstemated cost of the Prew- 
dency 66 milhon gudders 

(in Monday. the full European ( ommisson well be the 
first to arrive mm The Hague. for talks with the entire 
government. ncluding Queen Beairm The gucen os 
holding a luncheon for the vrsitors, and at the end of the 
day a grand reception 1s planned Although the outwsde 
world may overestimate the Presdency. the Netherlands 

1 doug With to correct thal perceptron m terms of 

evicrnal appearances 

Thes prompts an won comment from an capenenced 
diplomat who has been mvolved m vanous Dutch F¢ 

preedencees “Every tome you sce the same thong. the 
ministers say that they have nothing spectacular mn mond. 

even though ncarly all of them dream of a cunning 

compromise. a sinking plan. a clever Preakthrough that 
well bear thew name for vears to come ~ 

Only Proome Moenester Lubbers can bend over backwards 

He already has a plan. for a European Energy Manifesto 

If thngs go smoothly. Lubbers will even be able to 
receive Mikhail Gorhaches for the sagning at the summit 
conference mm carly December m Maasirxctt. In that 
case, the vagaries om the declarations on European 
dctense. on the European Council, on democratization 
and on the “F-word.” federaliwm., m the Treaty on the 
European Political U neon will be much less Comspicuous 
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\ccusation of Supplying Arms To Slovenia Denied 

LDP I2I8 191 Hambure DPA on German 1407 GMT 
1” Jul 91 

|Excerpts} Bonn—|passage omitted] The Yugoslav 
Dietemse Moenestry has agarn accused Germany of having 
supphed Sliowema wath arms. NARODNA ARMUJA, 
published by the menestry, wrote today that a secret 

agreement on arms supphes has been concluded between 
Siovemsa and Bonn. The weapons were brought to 
northern Yugoslavia via the Ruta Drasler company and 
wonder the control of a certam Helmut Wersser. 
Hundeswebr officers tramned the Slovenian territornal 
‘clonse forces and 10 German specialists fought on the 
Siovoman sede agarnst the Army. The Army tanks were 

atlactod by German antitank marsssles. [passage omitted] 

The Defense Mensstry on Bonn has vigorously rejected 
ihe accusations leveled agarmst 1. A ministry spokesman 
sand that these are “mahcows msenuations” devon of 
any Phases 

SPD Chairman Positively Assesses G-7? Summit 

PPO 10291 Berlin UDN on German 1641 GMT 
j J yi y/] 

iTeat) Boan (ADN}—Secsal Democratic Pany [SPD] 
(harman Bjoern Engholm sees the Soviet Union's 

imvolvement on the IMF and the European investment 
bank [European Bank for Reconstruction and Develop- 
ment) as a “postive sgnal.” Unfortunately, the Federal 
(rovermment has not managed to “move our partners to 
ihc make same efforts on assesteng the Soviet Umon and 
the reform cowntnes as the Federal Republic 1s making.” 
I ngholm saed on a press statement at the end of the world 

ccoypomec summit. Engholm sand that important 
progress has been made mm that the problem of arms 
exports has been dealt with at a world economic summit 

lor Dre frst tome. However, thes 1s only a first step toward 
ihe peacetul coearstence of peoples. “An actual reduction 
in arms production and arms caports and far-reaching 
comverson emo consumer and mvestment goods must 

follow. both on the Western mndustnalized countnes and 
m the Sowret Limon.” Enghoim said. 

SPO Chairman Ioterviewed About Ties With Poland 

PVE U0 2091 Gdank DZTENNIR BALTYCKI 
on Polesh 12 Jud 91 pp td 

|Interveew with Byoern Engholm. charman of the Social 
Democratc Party of Germany (SPD) and minister. 
prevdent of Schiezwig-Holstem, by correspondent 

Marck Formela. place and date not given] 

|Fxcerpt] [Passage omitted) [Formela] The Polrsh- 
(rorman treaty signed recently by Premier Bielecks and 

( homoctlor Kohl stems from the East policy formulated 

hy the SPD more than 20 years ago and realized by Willy 
Hreedt) How de you assess Polrsh-Crerman relations 
tates trom the SPD's perspective” 

GERMANY Mu 

[Enghoim) The seeming of the treaty gave me an oppor- 
tunity to have a long conversation with Premuocr 
Bicleckhi—a consecrsation that did not strictly adhere to 
the conventional formula and was friendly rather than 

officral,. We ded not attempt diplomacy: lt was a draloguc 
between two poopie sharing a common interest. We were 
both of the openson that the Bonn treaty ranks among the 
more significant agreements om the hestory of our two 
nations. The qucsteon that arnecs now 1. whai happens 
next. after the sogneng of the treaty’ The key arca of 
maquiry here 1s the coonomys. Vi thes pornt i scems to me 

that we are no longer talking about German loans to 
finance the dev clopment of Polsh undustry. I thenk that 
it rs much more essential that Polish goods gar access to 
the European market Step by step. we must open up the 
EEC to Pu.‘and. To that end. we should on the one hand 
assist Poland om developing ots mfrastructure and 
changing the principal tenets of coonome management 
mm order to prepare it rcasonably queckly for the standard 
requirements of the EEC market, and on the other open 
up possitulitecs for Poland to mvest within the EEC 
territory even without bong an EEC member 

In the sphere of soceal concerms., we attach tremendous 
importance to youth exchange programs. Thousands of 
young people from our countries must visit and get to 
know one another and im thn way preclude the possi- 
bility of a repetrtron of the events of SO years ago ever 
again im our yount hestory. That 1s a challenging task, not 
only for our governments. but above all for our respec- 
tive parishes. regeoms. and vorvodshops and then equiv- 
alents. It must be carned out at all powsuble levels. 
Among other things we discussed with Premier Brelecks, 
there arose the concept of establrshing partnership rela- 

trons between the land of Schiezwig-Holstem and Szec- 
zecmn Vorvodship 

[Formela] Do vou beheve that the exrsteng twoncung of 
many Polish and Grorman cites influenced sagnificantly 
the final formula of the Bonn treaty” 

[Engholm] I beleve that Willy Brandt's visit to Warsaw 
mm 1970—together with the treaty of partnership between 

Polish and Grerman cites and the wide variety of con- 
tacts between Poles and Grermans—were all foundatron 
stones of the recent treaty of pood-newghbor relations and 
cooperation betwoen the Polish Repultec and the FRG. 
However, our respective socreties must not regard the 
signing of the treaty as a final stage of a certam political 
process. Instead. they should see ot as the beginning of a 
new process. We should not revt satesfied on our laurels 
now We have only established a good starting pont 

[Formeta] To quote your tradrional saying with which 
you open Kicl Week. “Anchors awengh'” Is ot fitteng mm 
this situation’ 

[Enghoim) Ves. ot rs fitteng om thes contest, too. If only 
people make up ther minds to understand and accept 
the situation if they manage to overcome the old preyu- 
dices which. unfortunate!) sll occur and still color the 
attvtude held by many—too many—Crermans toward 
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Poland. then the new stage mutiated by the signing of the 
ireats well truly Begin to matenalze m real terms 

(scrmans must come to appreciate the fact that Poland 

belongs om the European home and thai im the foresce- 
adic tuture t will become an EEC member. Even todas 
Warsae «a cts as European as Madrid. Rome. or 
Barcelona 

|Formela] How do you assess today the two proncipal 
stereotypes which have long served to summarize Polrsh- 
(eorman relahons “Polish management” [Polnische 
Wirtschaft] and “German Drive Toward the East™ Is 

there still any real meaneng left om them” 

[Engholm]} Germany's castward drive ran oul of stcam a 
jong time ago. Germans tiveng mm Poland have been 
guaranteed the mght to cultsvate thew culture and thew 

language They have found thew homeland in Poland 
and thes feel no need to suddenly move westward The 
tact that Poland has accepted the reality of the cxrstence 
of the German minority with rts mght to live and develop 
treely. and. conversely. the fact that we have accepted 

the many Poles who open up thew busnesses «9 Crer- 
many. who sect up stores and sign trading contracts, will 

eventually create a mutual outlook m which these two 

sereotypes—sehich cxapress certam gencralized preyu- 

dices—aill finally lose ther rarson d'etre 

|Formela] The view os often heard m Poland that we 

must marntann better relateonms with the USSR than the 

(rermans do. there « conmssderatblec concern that a Crcr- 

man-Sovret compact could pose a danger to Poland even 

txtas What = your veew of that” 

iEngholm| The new democratn Polish state should 
detine its own role as a Dredge between East and West 4 
complete Preaking of all tees with the Sovect tl mon 

seems to me a throroughls erronmcous move. because the 

development of the situathon om the East--given the 
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cnormousis compics nature of the process and the 
complications inherent thercerin—eill take a course sem- 

lar to that ehech occurred om Poland carlcr The Sow ect 

l neon must make up us mund to undertake the same 
ices toward demaxratx transformatom. ehah well 

demaxtatize its entire saceocoonomen bic. that Polaral 
has alreads. Poland can now be an sical Drudge. facil 

lateng Cooperation betecen East and West. Moreover. | 
beheve that onc day Poland well will provede the vers 
best platform in Europe from ehoch to conduct busmnces 

with the Far Eau tt docs mot necessarily have to be 

Frankfurt. it can also be Warsaw By sayeng thes, I intend 
lo suggest not that Poland should rapadly sct up chose tres 

with Moscow. but that t showld marta good relations 
with ts Eastern newghbor, keepeng mm mond the advan 
tages of such a pols. That well give nt a tug opportunns 
that cowld he exploited even om the present decade 

[Formeta] Thank vou for talkeng to us 

Privatization Bed) Increases Control of Newspaper 

LDU O01 991 Berlin ADS on Gorman 1800607 
1” Ju v/ 

[Text] Berton (ADNi—The Trewhand privatization 

agencs has apparent!) now pul the newspaper NEL ES 
DEL TSC HLAND. wthoch os close to the Party for Dem 

omratc Sociulem. under ts direct admunistratoon 

Acoording to the editor in chect, W offgang Spickermann 

not only the printing works and the pulirshong house arc 
affected Mh this decrmon but “changes m asects” also 

require the agreement of the Trewhand agency As he was 
also told. he must keep business documents ready tor 

“ynepectoon at any tome ~~ Thes, Spckermann sand today 
im a press release. the Newspapers ongorng Puerness 

transactions are hampered 

The edvter om chect condemned the decrwon hy Trew 

hand as an mirngement of “elementary nghts of prow 
freedom” such as the protectron of sources and authors 
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Prime Minister on Clandestine Immigrants 

PMI IOS4SS! Pars LE VONDE on French 

13 Jul Vip 

{L natirvbuted report: “Mrs. Cresson: “The Word Charter 
Has Ternbie Connotanons™] 

[Teat} (im Thursday 1! July. Edith Cresson tried to calm 
the political storm rarsed by her previous state ments on 
procedures to accompany cupelied Clandestine smm- 

grants to the borders 

Durmng her weekly meeting with the press. whech was 
attended by no fewer than four government members— 
Jean-Lours Bianco. Philippe Marc hand. Kofi VY amgnanc. 
and Bernard Kowchner—the prime minister. com- 
menting on the measures presenicd to the cabonect the 
previous day. spoke om a much more moderate way than 

her sweeping statements on French televisson channel | 
on Monday 

Mrs. Cresson sand wmmediately thal 1% necessary to 

‘make every effort to step up micgration.~ “C landestine 
wmrmgratvon,” she sard. “reflects the widespread chaos 
m the world to whech we must respond by develop- 

ment Agreeing with Mr. Stasi's statement— 
“prmigration rs an good thing for France” —she gave the 
cxample of Mr. Bianco. son of Itahan ummigrants. “We 
have all developed.” she added. “while remaining 
tarthtul to our pronceples.” and the role of government 

members  stell “om many cases to try to correct a 
mistaken view held by the public which, on some spheres. 

would be very dangerous ~ 

immgration a sulyect that 1 “loo senwtive and too 

delicate for us to be able to afford to enter mito divisive 

polemmecs ” The appropriate thing to do 1s to tackle mt “as 
calmly as possible without caploring it.” as the catreme 

right does. thes berng its special province 

With regard to the marmstream night. “its role ms not 
entirely negative and destructive.” although Mrs 
( resson does not really see why 11 1s Necessary to COM ene 

an ecxtraordmary sesseon of parhament on a sulyect 
known and debated for a long time. as the opposition ts 
ashing her to do 

A\nssous to pustefy herself, the government chief once 
again ined to Mame the journalists who mmterviewed her 
for the str caused by her televimon Statements. Mrs 
{ rewson stressed that “the chowe of the word ‘charter 

was not made by me but by a journals.” 

Moreover, the added, “thes word ‘charter™ has “terrible 
comnotations” and does not correspond to the govern- 
ments “approach.” “The emportant thing.” she added 
% to omplement the Jowe law that gives mndiveduals 

guaranties” 

But Mrs. Cresson stell regards the controversy on the 

means to be weed for the cxapulwons as “futile” “The 
mmplementaton of a poloy.” she reaffirmed, “depends 
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on technical data.” “Is ot better to return to Senegal by 
bus” she asked. concluding thes subject 

Mr. Kouchner further emphasized ths “humanist” tone 
on umemugration by saying: “Clandestine umrnigrants are 
not our enemics™ Mr. Bianco, Mr. Yamgnanc. and Mr 
Kouchner went on to try te Comvencingly arguc that the 
efforts to “remicgrate” the clandestine mmmuigrants 
expelled under the terms of the government plan on ther 
own countnes, backed by financial resources. would be 
more than just empty words, even if this 1s not a matter 

of ummugration policy but of Third World development 

* Defense Adviser Wants To weep Nuclear I riad 

VIE SO89O1 Parts LE MONDE om French 

19 Jun Yip il? 

[Artecte by 1.1: “Jone Adveser Pleads for Maintenance of 
Nuclear ‘Trad | 

{Text} An adviser to the defense minisicr has urped 
parhamentary deputies to support deployment of 

nuctcar-armed Ratale aircraft on the territory of some 
European states agrecable to the arrangement. and pres- 
ervation of the Altvon plateau facility, where a new 

batiistic misule—an adaptation of the M5 stratcen 
submarine missile—could eventually be stored 

Mr. Pascal Boniface, director of the Internatronal Rela- 

trons Instetute at Villetancuse (Scme-Sit. Denis) and 
technical adviser for strategrc affairs in the office of Mr 
Prerre Jove. testified last week before defense commitice 
deputies on the future of France's deterrent force. That 

subject 1s to be considered at an upcoming Detense 
(Cownc: meeting, chaired by the bead of state, as part of 
the government's review of defense planning out to the 
vear 2002 

Mr. Boniface spoke mm favor of modernizing the land. 
based and airborne nuclear Components to complement 
the cxrsting Strategie Naval Force (POST), which con- 
sit.) Of ballostic missile-launching nucicar-powered sub- 
marines. Unhke other cxaperts, who argue there m need 
for only one other component besides the POST. Mr 

Jones adviser beheves tt may be advisable to maintain a 

nuclear “trad.” reaching “a balance among the three 
forces about the year 2005." 

According to Mr. Boniface, the FOST should consist of 
five new-generation [NG] submarines comparable to the 
Le Tromphant. which goes mito service after 1994 
(Currently, France has five renovated Redoutable-<class 
submarines, cach carrying 16 multiple-bomb M 4 mrs 
siles. The new-gencration submarines will have a sub- 
merged displacement of 14.200 tons, and cach 1s 
expected to carry 16 longer-range M5 missiles equepped 
with penetration aids to thwart enemy defense systems 

burepean \dvantage 

Alongside this new POST. Mr. Jonc’s adviser proposes 
“a Strategic art component” made up of Ratale airplanes 
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armed with the long-range air-to-ground ( ASLP) missile 
The ASLP, an adaptation of the existing ASMP 
(medium-range air-to-ground missile) already in service 
on Mirage IV's and Mirage 2000 N's, is assumed to be 
able to cover distances in excess of 600 km once fired 
from the aircraft. According to Mr. Boniface. “The 
ASLP could take the place of the ASMP in 2002 or 2007, 
performing both prestrategic and strategic missions.” 

The defense minister's adviser believes the Rafale-ASLP 
pair offers several advantages: Among other things, it 
opens the way toward European security cooperation 
The missile might be manufactured jointly with Great 
Britain (which has similar need for an airborne missile 
for its current Tornados) or for its future Eurofighter 
Also, the Rafale-ASLP pair might be stationed “on the 
territory of another European state.” Mr. Boniface indi- 
cated. 

In addition to the FOST and strategic air components. 
Mr. Boniface recommends keeping the existing Albion 
Plateau site, where 18 single-warhead (megaton-charge) 
S.3 missiles are ensiled. The fate of the Albion facility 
will be discussed at the next Defense Council mecting 
chaired by Mr. Mitterrand. Against those who want the 
site closed or replaced with a missile that could be 

moved around via semitrailer truck during times of 
international tension, Mr. Joxe’s adviser argues the 
Albion site should be kept and used to ensile several 
multi-warhead launchers adapted from the new M5 
submarine-launched missiles. 

“A ground version of the M.5." Mr. Boniface explained, 
“could be developed without having to replace the 
missiles currently at Albion on a one-for-one basis, in 
order not to be accused of overarming.”” He added that 
the Albion site, which today 1s under Air Force control, 
could be turned over to the Army, “which would then 
have its own strategic Component.” 

Assembly Commission Chief on Foreign Policy 

P\11807093691 Paris LE MONDE in French 

IS Jul 91 p 2 

[Interview with Michel Vauzelle. chairman of the 
National Assembly Forcign Affairs Commission, by 
Jacques Amalric—place and date not given] 

[Text] [Amalric] What rules do you think should govern 
French policy toward the USSR and the former Eastern 
Bloc countries” 

[| Vauzelle] The rule 1s freedom, a freedom to which there 
are no exceptions. You cannot want democracy while 

rejecting the right to cultural identity, which 1s often the 
right to national identity. Freedom is indivisible. The 
French revolution represents human rights and the right 
of peoples to decide their own fate. This ts France's 

message and this message must be clear. If it 1s not clear 
France will no longer be understood. The countries of 
Central and Eastern Europe, which are “entering democ- 

racy.” want to redefine their freedom and their cultural 
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boundaries while having access to the Community 
Morality and the efficient management of international! 
affairs dictate that we should support and assist the 
hopes of peoples, not thwart them. Violence 1s still 

possible. It 1s much more likely if we seck to maintain 

military administrative systems, which have become 

artificial or have returned to being artificial. For 
instance, ii the Yugoslavs and Sovicts are pushed back 
toward what 1s known as the “center” without any other 

kind of process, those peoples will despair and we will 
not have peace. We who welcomed the fall of the Berlin 

Wall and the communist dictatorships cannot run the 

risk of supporting military regimes against the right of 
peoples to national freedom 

{Amainc] However, that ts more or less the current 

French policy 

{Vauzelic] No, that 1s not how | read the head of state's 
thinking. If | understand his concept of the contedera- 

tion, he is showing, obviously with great caution 
regarding State structures, that he takes into account the 

scale of the phenomenon even tf he reduces the national! 

issue to a problem of minorities 

{[Amalric] This ts an extreme oversimplification of the 
Situatyon. 

[Vauzeile] We are living at a historic time when we must 
have the courage to uphold just one principle: that of 

freedom. We must therfore agree to question the polit- 

ical organization of Europe if we want to avoid violence 
be it moral or physical. To do that, we must move in the 

direction of the peoples’ hopes. giving them the chance 

of organizing in any way they wish in regional entities 
and in the continental entity. There are all kinds of 

flexible solutions, which range from independence to 
autonomy and include interdependence. there are com. 

munity and confederation formulas that might make ut 
possible to respond both to the requirements of cultural 

freedom and good economic management 

A New Vienna Congress 

{Amalric] Are you calling for the convening of a new 
Vienna congress” 

{[Vauzelle] But the new Vienna congress has already 
started in Rome, Helsinki, Paris, and Prague. It will last 
years. It 1s gradually defining a new Europe and a new 
EFuro-Mediterranean entity 

{Amalrnc] How do you explain that France has had so 
little success in selling the confederation idea, which 1s 

not a bad idea” 

[Vauzelle] What I cannot understand 1s that at the time 
when the Yugoslav crisis broke out, the importance of 
this confederation idea was not immediately reaffirmed 

It 1s a concept which, because of its feaxrbility 

useful in satisfying the cxapectations of the Baltic peoples 
Slovenes, Croats, Czechs, Slovaks, Albanians, and. why 

not, Ukrammans. In the plane bringing us back from 

is VeTY 
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Prague, I suggested to the president thal he revive the 
Study of this concept with willing parliamentarians from 

East and West European countries. That is what | will do 
after the summer recess. 

{Amalrnic] Unfortunately, the confederation has been 
represented as a waiting room in which the Central and 
East European countries would sit and wait for decades. 

[Vauzelle] We cannot say to those peoples: “Enter a 
confederation because the road to the Community 1s 
closed to you,” because they would then reject the 

confederation. If they had not realized that themselves, 
the Americans and Germans would have explained i to 

them. That may be what has happened. However, they 
must be told that they will join the Community because 
they are Europeans and their regimes are democratic. 
That is the spirit of the Treaty of Rome. 

{Amalric}] Do you not think that the 12 should propose a 
provisional statute with a timetable and conditions to 

the East European countries rather than increasing the 
number of bilateral agreements, so that those countries 
know exactly where they stand” 

[Vauzelle] Absolutely. That 1s what | called a strong 
political gesture with regard to the Maghreb countries. 
All those countries must have prospects of joint devel- 
opment and partnership with the EC. We must be 

capable of organizing the same cooperation with Eastern 
Europe and the Maghreb as the United States 1s orga- 
nizing with Mexico. We need something stronger than an 
economic agreement—an organic structure that heralds 
anew community. 

{Amalric] The thing that was striking in Prague was that 

it was the Central and East European countries that 
wanted a US. presence 

{Vauzelle] Why would ticy not want it when it is the 
American model that fascinates the whole world, nich 
and poor? Moreover, they have just liberated themselves 

from the yoke of the Soviets who are still a significant 
and worrying presence. Since the United States became 
the only world superpower, the building of a European 
Europe has become more necessary than ever to defend 
France's freedom. Unfortunately. the Europeans are no 

longer talking of the same Europe because some are now 
saying out loud that Europe begins in Vancouver. That is 
why France must forcefully reyect—for itself and for 

Europe—the alternative to which people have tried to 

condemn us since the days of General de Gaulle—cither 
total alignment with the United States or isolation. 

Just as we must respect and help the peoples who wish to 
gain freedom, so we must ensure the construction of a 
Europe, which does not stifle cultural identities. That ts 
why, for instance, we must urgently mnclude the Commu- 
nity’s national parhaments im the process of making 

mayor European decisions. If Europe's democrats regard 
the national forum as dangerous or outmoded they will 
leave that mayor area of the defense of freedom to 

nationalists. xenophobes, and racists. That would be 
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irresponsible and immoral. In France, the National 
Front and some leaders of the Rally for the Republic and 
the French Communist Party are hoping that will 
happen. It is up to democrats and, in particular, Social- 
ists to find the necessary tone in time to prevent the 
resurgence of nationalism. 

France has the means of pursuing a policy of freedom. It 
can concentrate its action by focusing on areas of soli- 
darity in which its influence is strong—the EC, the future 
confederation, the future Euro-Maghreb community, the 
Mediterranean area, Africa, the Indochinese countries, 
the French-speaking countries. | would like to add Latin 
America. Tomorrow's world will be one of confrontation 
or even clashes between big cultural blocs. In this debate. 
or even this battle, France's freedom 1s particularly 
fragile for all kinds of reasons. Latin America can give us 
great support in the defense and illustration of our 
values. It is to stress this necessary solidarity that | 
willingly agreed to chair the French National Committee 
for the 1992 celebrations to mark the 500th anniversary 
of the meeting between Europe and Latin America. 

At a tue when freedom and dangers are growing 
throughout the world, France's opportunities for new 
actic )S are increasing. The government must shoulder 
its responsibilities in the strict sense of the term in its 
budgetary decisions over the coming days. At a time 
when the international order 1s in turmoil, France must 
provide itself with the means of safeguarding the future 
of its economy, its labor forces, its culture. and, finally, 
its freedom. 

Members of EC Observer Team Leave for SFRY 

LD1707220991 Ljubljana Radio Slovenia Network 
in Slovene 2100 GMT 17 Jul 91 

[Text] Eight Frenchmen, members of the EC observers’ 
mission to monitor the cease-fire in Yugoslavia, left 
Paris today. They will be joming the 20 other EC 
observers who are already in Yugoslavia. The observers 
are mainly diplomats and officers. 

French, Tunisian Interior Ministers Meet 

LD1707192491 Tunis Tunisian Republic Radio 
Network in Arabic 1700 GMT 17 Jul 91 

[Text] Mr. Abdallah Kallel, minister of the interior, 
today held a restricted meeting with Mr. Philippe 
Marchand, French interior minister. The meeting was 
attended by Mr. Abdelhamid Shaykh, Tunisian ambas- 
sador to France. The meeting was followed by an 
extended working session between the Tunisian and 
French delegations, which was chaired by the two inte- 
rior ministers. 

On this occasion they reviewed the ancient friendly 

relations between the two countries and the fields of 
cooperation that concern the domains of the two mints- 

tries. 
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In this context they discussed the cooperation program 
in the fields of training and regional and municipal work. 

These will be promoted through increasing visits 
between officials and exchange of expertise in this field. 
They also discussed the issues of combatting terrorism 
and crime. 

They also discussed the situation of the Tunisian and 
French communities in both countries in order to 
improve the conditions of residence and movement of 
their members. 

The two sides agreed on the dates of meetings of the 
concerned committees ypecified in the agreements 
signed between the two ministries. 

The meeting took place in an atmosphere of under- 

Standing and well-established friendship, which 1s due to 
the good aimosphere established by Presidents Ben Ali 
and Mitterand during their numerous meetings. partic- 
ularly the recent meeting, which took place last Thursday 
in Tunrsia. It 1s well known that Mr. Abdallah Kallel is 
paying a working visit to France at the invitation of his 
French counterpart 

Guinean RPG Opposition Leader Interviewed 

LD1607°112491 Paris Radio France International 
in French 1230 GMT 18 Jul 91 

[Excerpts] Our guest 1 Alpha Conde: the leader of the 
Rally of the Peoples of Guinea [RPG]. an opposition 
movement, who had to leave Conakry under pressure 

from the authorities. For several davs he even took 
refuge in the Senegalese Embassy in the Guinean capital. 
[passage omitted] Farida Moha has questioned Alpha 
Conde. [passage omitted] 

[Begin recording] [Moha] Why did you take refuge in the 
Senegalese Embassy” 

[Conde] For a very simple reason: When | understood 

that the government was determined to fire on. to 
massacre the people. | did not want to take responsibility 

for there being many deaths in Guinea. That 1s why | 
departed for the embassy: It was not at all for my own 

security, because on 17 May the government had said it 
was gorng to kill me at the airport and I did return. On 17 
June I had all the evidence on the assassination attempt 

against me but all the same I went to the police. So, 1 was 

in order to keep what has happened in other countries 

from happening in Guinea that | departed for the 

embassy. [passage omitted] 

|Moha] What does the Guinean opposition abroad actu- 
ally stand for” 
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[Conde] I think that the main thing 1s not the opposition 
abroad, the main thing is what happens on the ground. 
Today the Guineans have demonstrated—whcether they 
are militants of the RPG or other patriotic democrats— 
that they support change and that they support change in 
unity. I think that 1s what is fundamental because 11 1 not 
outside that things happen. 11 1s inside. [passage omiticd] 

[Moha] After the demobilization of the Guinean people. 
the latest events as you have said have shown a revival of 
interest in politics. Well, Mr. Conde. in your opimon 
what are the political prospects that are opened for 
Guinea” 

[Conde] There are two things: I have a profound convic- 
tion that the Guinean people are going to impose change. 
Now everything 1s going to depend on the attitude of 
President Conte: Will he continue to be manipulated by 
the fascist elements that are pushing him into repressive 
action or will he agree to foliow the other government 
action that 1s for democratic change” [passage omitted] 

[Moha] You are thus a happy man who 1s full of hope 
after all these events? 

[Conde] Yes, because ("the south 1s gomng to msc). You 
know that this 1s the first time that a man has been exiled 
in his Own country: they are making me go with the 
thought that the head of the snake has been cut off, but 
the government will realize that the RPG was a snake 
with 1,000 heads—when one 1s cut off, there are 1.000 
that grow back. [end recording] 

Ariane Launches Lynx Eye Satellite, 4 Others 

LD1707220391 Paris Antenne-2 Television Network 

in French 1800 GMT 17 Jul 91 

[Excerpts] In the skies above Kourou in French Guiana, 
Aniane’s mission has been successful. The European 
rocket has put in orbit an observation satellite familiarly 
christened Lynx Eye. as in theory nothing 1s supposed to 
escape it. [passage omitted] Little has been said about 11, 
but Lynx Eye was not alone aboard the Anane rocket. 
beside it were four microsatellites, including SARA 
[Satellite Amateur de Radio Astronomic], a small French 
satellite made by engineering students. Henn Hele 
reports: 

[Hele] [Passage omitted] It took more than 20,000 hours 
of work to make this 26-kg gem. which 1s supposed to 
pick up radio waves from Jupiter that cannot break 
through our atmosphere. hence the idea of placing SARA 
as a relay link with Earth. [passage omitted] The amazing 
little SARA 1s now the indispensable complement to the 
two enormous international probes Galileo and Ulysses. 

a fantastic adventure for these nine young French 
people, thanks to whom today Jupiter will lose a little 

more of its mystery 
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Prime Minister Departs for Summit in Mexico 

LDI707202991 Lishon Radio Renascenca 
in Portuguese 1800 GMT 16 Jul 91 

[Text] Portuguese Prime Minster Cavaco Shiva said 
today that Portugal's (7:mage) has been strengthened by 
the preparation process for Portugal's participation in 

the Ibero-American meeting in Guadalajara. 

Cavaco Silva said that the entire situation emerged from 
a need to defend Portugal's dignity with regard to the 
treatment other countries are to enjoy at the summit. 

Cavaco Silva, who was speaking carler this afternoon at 
Lisbon Arrport just before leaving for Guadalajara, also 
denied the exsstence of any conflict with the president. 
Cavaco Silva added that the official silence that greeted 
the reports in the media was justified in the view of the 
need not to discuss foreign policy publicly. 

Sampaio Accepts Possibility of PSD Support 

P\11707141691 Lishon DIARIO DE NOTICIAS 
in Portuguese 10 Jul 91 p 3 

[Unattributed Report: “Sampaio Accepts Negotiating 
Social Democratic Party's Support un October”) 

[Excerpt] [Portuguese Socialist Party Secretary General] 
Jorge Sampaio yesterday showed that he 1s willing to 
negotiate possible PSD [Social Democratic Party] parlia- 
mentary support for a future PSP [Portuguese Socialist 
Party] minority government. While once more insisting 
on regarding an absolute majority as a goal within his 
party's reach in the October legislative elections, the 
Socialist leader accepted, however, the possibility of 
replacing Cavaco Silva in the post of prime minister if 
the electorate decides not to repeat the majority scenario 
of the 1987 election. 

“It that happens.” he said, “the PSP wall present itself 
with its program in the Assembly of the Republic.” 
“Then nt will or will not go through.” he stressed, 
emphasizing that the Socialists are open to any under- 
standings with all the parties represented in parhia- 

ment—"“with the PSD and with the others,” he specified. 
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“Portugal.” he stressed, “will not be left without a 
government.” “That 1s one of the differences between us 
and the PSD.~ he asserted. 

Only the hypothesis of a repetition of the central bloc 
expenence was ruled out. a possibility which he deemed 
to have been set aside since 1986. when they [the 
Socialists] set themselves up as an alternative to the 
Social Democrats. 

Good Government Knows How To Listen and Talk 

Jorge Sampaio, who was speaking at the public presen- 
tation of the PSP's clection manifesto, also stated that, in 
his opimon, “Portugal will be well governed only if 
power 1s exercised by those who know how to listen and 
talk.” in an allusion to the Socialists’ commitment to a 
democracy that “will be a system of openness and public 
freedoms—not a system of cxcessive private freedom for 
that selfsame power's clientele.” 

In a bref statement—heard, let ut be emp.asized, by 
countless Socialist leaders—Sampano also did not fail to 
make some criticisms of the government's conduct, in a 
message in which, despite everything. the PSP's alterna- 
live proposals seem to be gaining some ground. 

“It 1s not enough.” he said, “to grow economically im a 
penod of prosperity.” “It 1s necessary *al everybody— 
the government, employers’ groups, workers’ associa- 
tions—reach agreement on a new deyclopment strat- 
egy. 

Four Precampaign Period Areas 

Greater social justice and greater equality of opportuni- 
ties were also prominent topics at the press conference. 
Sampaio cited regional balance - 1d “the commitment to 
those who work and those who have initiative.” as 
essential aspects of a future Socialist government's con- 
duct, in contrast to speculation and secking “to maintain 
at all costs the conditions in which bureaucracy and 
influence peddling flourish.” 

“We have innovatory ideas for education. health, 
housing, and social security.” he said, in a reference to 
the four priority areas which the PSP has chosen as the 
campaign theme in this preelection penod. “We wish to 
discuss them with the Portuguese people.” he added. 
[passage omitted] 
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EC Withdraws Border Agreement Over Gibraltar 

LDISO7U91491 Madnd TVE Internacional Television 
in Spanish 1900 GMT 17 Jul 91 

[Text] The Britesh minster for the EC has admitted to a 
delegation of Spanish parhamentarians thal. as a 

member of the EC. Spain has a certain sovereignty over 
the colony of Gubraltar. lt was precisely because of the 
problem of sovereignty that on 15 July the Community 
withdrew the agreement to establish a common border 
for the whole of Europe 

{Correspondent Jose Hervas}] Spain now has an alterna- 
tive to the agreement on a common external border. The 
Community's draft agreement was withdrawn last 
Monday because of Gobraltar, Without this agreement 
the Commun:ty’s internal borders will not disappear. 
thes being the basis for the functroning of the single 
market as from 1993 and for both goods and people to be 
able to move freely throughout Europe. According to the 
secretary of state for the EC for Spam, the draft agree- 
ment was unacceptable 

[Carlos Westendort, Spanish secretary of stave for the 
EC} As = was concerved, the agreement would have 
meant a retreat on our clanm. So, whal we want 1s to 
leave thongs as they are 

|Hervas} The Spanish Administration has drawn up a 
proposal that it well negotiate with the Britssh Govern- 

ment and convey to the other Community partners in the 
next few days. which entails being able to place on 
(nbraliar airport a Spanish border and retain. of u 

believes ot desirable. the border at La Linca de la 
Conceporon 

Solchaga on Difficulty of Achieving Social Pact 

PYUICOC1S1091 Barcelona LA VANGUARDIA 
im Spanish 10 Jul 91 pol 

{Mariano Crumndal and Mar Diaz-Varela report: “Sol- 

chaga Ascertams Grave Obstacles To Achreving Social 
Pact” ] 

[Excerpt] Madrnd—Minister of the Economy ar | 
Finance ( arlos Solchaga has ascertained grave obstacles 
to achieving a social pact with emplovers and trade 
unions. Afier meeting separately wrth the top leaders of 
the Workers’ Commissons, the General Workers’ 
Union. and the Spanish Confederation of Employers 
Organizatvons. he acknowledged that the differences 
between the parties are considerable, and there 1s an 

attitude of distrust toward the government. “An agree- 
ment 1 possible. but ot will be difficult to achieve it, 

partly because of the distrust expressed by some lead- 

crs.” the monister stated 
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The munrster said that the mectings held yesterday were 
prelyminary msctings to clarify some points im the pro- 

posal drawn up by the government. but he pomnted out 

thai 1 1s today that the negotiations begin 

In his opinion. all the parties agreement was ascertained 
on the need to reach an overall pact including. im the first 
place. an imcomes agreement and. sccond. structural 
reforms to adjust the Spanish coonomy to the single 
market. There was also agreement that the utmost effort 
must be made im July to determine whether or not an 
agreement 1s possible. “This docs not rule oul negotia- 
lions Continuing im September.” Solchaga added, “but ut 
would be a good thing to clarity the pacts prospects as 

soon as possible ~ 

The minister insisted that the government 1s attending 
the mectings in good fauth “We are aware” he sad 
“that there are great difficulties. but also that 1s 
worthwhile to attempt thes The government wants an 

agreement, but if thes 1s not possible. a will not seck 
culprits.” Theretore. “there will be no break om relations 

with any party. since it weil be necessary .o contenuc to 

negotiate on a large number of msucs. and even to clash 

dialectically ~ 

Solchaga acknowledged that he has modest scope to 

maneuver with respect to mercased capendeturces m 

drafting the general budgcts tor 1992 Nevertheless, he 

Stated that this “docs not prevent an agreement, since no 

party has raised matters cntasling a considerable merease 
in public capenditure, although | must also say that if 
there 1s no agreement, there will be less scope. sence the 
economy will grow less and hence tas revenue will fall” 

In thes contest, the mounestcr sand that the government has 

decided not on any budgct cut for thes year but on a 
budgetary redistribution of certain forms of cxapenditure 
in order to prevent the publu deficnt from soaring 
According to him. tax revenue has been less than 
expected as a result of the coonomn downturn Sence the 
government made pledges to sncrease noncontinibutory 

pensions and unemployment benefit on the mnstial stage 
of the consultation, “and this must be honored one way 

or another, 1 has unfortunately been necessary to freeze 

some invesiment programs im dctense. mtrastructures 

and education, among others ~ 

The minister denied that he had at any port promised 

before parhament or anybody else to guarantee a 2. 
percent mcrease in purchasing power “Tl somply gave an 

crample that was interpreted as a promise.” he 

explained, “but what the government says 1s very clear 
Wages will rise above prices to the same catent as 
productivity ~ [passage omitted] 
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Comnvents on Focus of Bush's Ankara Talks 

NC1707 155091 Nicosia Cyprus Broadcasting 
Corporation Radio Network in Greek 1400 GM1 
17 Jul 91 

[Text] The Cyprus Government hopes that the imple- 
mentation of principles of international law and UN 
resolutions will be the focus of U.S. President George 
Bush's talks in Ankara 

Commenting on Bush's visits to Athens and Ankara. the 
government spokesman also noted that for progress to be 

achieved in the Cyprus issue. Turkey must respond 
positively and constructively to the questions raised by 
UN Secretary General Javicr Perez de Cucllar. The 

spokesman stressed: Turkey must abandon its intransi- 
gent stand and face its responsibilities and obligations 
for the sake of peace 

People Disappointed’ With Bush TV Interview 

VOC TS0CU0CUS91 Nicoma AHARALYI in Greed 
17 Jul Yip 3 

[From the “Our Views” column: “What the United 
States Can Do, If Wants, for Cyprus”] 

[Text] Once again our people were disappointed with the 
LS. position on the Cyprus problem, because this past 

Monday [15 July] on television US. President George 

Bush. who tomorrow will go to Athens, washed his hands 
of the continuing drama of the Cypriot people 

Bush was speaking to the Greek teles sion correspondent 
about hrs visit tomorrow to Greece. When asked what 
his country will do to bring a just solution of the 
problem. he replied: “I do not think the United States 

can wave a magi wand and solve the Cyprus prob- 

om... 

The US. President's reply attempts to underrate every- 
one's intelligence, because who docs not currently know 
the role the United States can play—provided i wants 

to—in achieving progress on the Cyprus problem and 
opening the door to its solution based on UN resolu- 
trons” Who does not know how the United States can 

influence Ankara to change its negative position on the 
(Cyprus problem and comply with UN resolutions and 

decrsrons” The fact that if the United States wants nt can 
help move things in the mght direction was, after all 
recognized by Bush himself at another point im his 
imtervicew. “. | am absolutely prepared to do something 

more if 1 understand what exactly | can do...” he stated 

to the Coreek television correspondent 

So the United States can, provided it... understands what 

it can do.... [as published] But Mr. President, only a few 
seconds before your interview you said that in the past 
you had special ambassadors dealing with the Cyprus 

problem. and that at this moment vou have a capable 

special ambassador. Have all these people not told you 

what to do” With all due respect, the issue 1s semple: Act 
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passionately for the implementation of the UN resolu- 
tions on Cyprus, as you did in Kuwait's case. In our case 

flects and armies are not needed. You only have to 
exercise your influence in the mght direction, toward 
Ankara, for ut to change is entire partitionrs! policy on 

the Cyprus problem and cooperate constructively with 

the UN secretary general, abandoning its negative posi- 
tions so Javier Perez de Cucllar can prepare the outline 

for a solution. 

Mr. Bush. you. your ambassadors, and other advisers 
know what you must do. You only have to abandon the 
policy of double standards. You only have to decide on 
the complete rather than selective support of UN reso- 
lutions and principles of international law. Then, and 
only then, will the discussions you will have—-as you 

promise—with the other the UN Security Council mem- 

bers on the Cyprus problem produce results. 

Bush Urged To Fulfill New International Role 

VOC I8070947°91 Nicosia ALITHIA in Greek 

7 Jul Vi pl 

[Edutonal by Kassandros: “Bush's Interview With ET- ") 

[Text] The US. President's interview with Greek Tele- 
vision | was an elegant, diplomatic, and emotionally 
charged speech that has sent a serious political message 
to Greece and Turkey: We are frends, we care about 
you, we belreve on principles, and we can help you solve 

your differences 

The message also ondwated that if the two sides under- 
stand these feelings, positions, and intentions, then the 
United States can intervene and do “something more” to 
bridge differences and solve problems. We should accept 
that this will happen and should not expect Bush to 
discuss it during or after his visit, because (as he men- 
toned) he has spoken with Oval, Mutsotakis, and 
Vasiliou and found them all to be “reasonable men.” 

The Cyprus problem remains unsolved not because 
reason has not been functioning, but, on the contrary, the 
Turkish side's multilevel absurdity has been using incon- 
gruous figures of speech and torpedoes (see Denktas’ 
demands) to slam every effort to escape the quagmire of 
partitvonist occupation 

The United States-Crreece-Turkey frendship triangle 1s 
also meoongruous. The mathematical axiom that if two 
parts equal a third part, they equal one another 1s refuted 
by the carsting political absurdity that when two parts 

are tnendly to a third part they may not be frendly 
but. hostile to one other’ This is the case between 

(sreece and Turkey, which are fnends of the United 
Siates but hostile to one another, which are allies in 

NATO but oppose one another and are belligerent, 
possessing arms budgets that weaken the two countries’ 

already trail cconomiecs 
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The White House, which now wants jo be really..white 
in its political thought by supporting a new international 

order based on certain principles, should nd self of 
some black thoughts from the past and stop maintaining 
its safe distance from hotbeds of crisis and differences 
among its common fnends. because these hotbeds came 
into existence when the very princ:pies advocated by the 
United States were violated. It 1s incomprehensible for 
one to befriend both the victim and the victimizer. 

We do not expect Bush to make this sharp (and perhaps 
undiplomatic) discrimination between Greece and 
Turkey during this trip. because his goal 1s not to judge 
but to bridge. However. we hope he will seck to bring 
into practice the reason he has observed im his private 

contacts with the leaders of the two sides, given the fact 
that this reason satisfies everyone's interests and deters 
other painful developments. . 

History has reserved a unique role for the U.S. President: 
to link his name to an unprecedented international 

change that consolidates principles and promotes rela- 

tions of fnendship and cooperation among nations and 
founds a new order founded on morality, not the force of 
arms. 

We believe that accepting this international role would 

offer President Bush the two basic characteristics of a 
great leader who has international influence. that 1, a 
leader who makes great decisions and imitiates action of 
historic significance (decision making and imuitiating 
action). [last five words in English] 

Expectations for President's Visit Detailed 

VC T8S07093091 Nicosia AH ARAV YI in Greek 

IS Jul Yi pl 

[Ednonal “Our Expectations”) 

[ Text) Starting today and for the neat few days, President 

Bush will be in the castern Mediterranean, first in Athens 
and then in Ankara. During his visit the President will 
deal with important developments in the arca, particu- 

larly the crisis in Y ugostavia, but the rssues that will head 
the President's agenda are Greek-Turkish differences, 
foremost among them the Cyprus problem 

This tour has led to some expectations in Cyprus and 
Greece regarding the solution of our problem. These 

expectations are based on Bush's repeated statements 

that he desires and secks to play the role of a catalyst in 
the Cyprus problem. This position at first caused some 
euphoria in Nicosia and Athens, which, however, the 

President hastened to moderate, and perhaps properly 
so, because excessive Optimism in the past has proved 
disappointingly unfounded (the Carter case). 

The U.S. President has not, however, stopped promising 
to help: “It | see a chance for us to play a catalytic role 
toward a solution, we shall do so.” he repeated in his 
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recent interview with Greek telev on, adding: “1 do not 
think the United States cen magically solve the Cyprus 

A problem that has existed for many years certainly 
cannot be magically solved. Nor are we among those who 
expect Bush. like a modern-day superman. to grab 
naughty Turkey by the car and impose his will on ut 
Moreover, Turkey ts not a small and insignificant 
country to which one can dictate arbitranly. It os a 
Strategically located country of 56 million people that 1s 
important to U.S. and Western interests im general, as 
the Gulf crisis proved. 

However, when it comes to the Cyprus problem. this 
country 1s mn the wrong. This has been stated for many 
years in UN. Nonaligned Movement, EEC, Council of 
Europe, and Commonwealth resolutions. It has been 
repeatedly suggesied to Ankara that the Cyprus problem 
i$ a thorn in its relations with the EEC. In a meeting in 
Paris last November, the UN secretary general noted 
that the Cyprus problem remains the only unsolved 
European problem 

Consequently, we expect President Bush to call on 
Turkey—admiuttedly in a frendly, allied, but mn any case 

determined manner—to begin at last to behave respon- 
sibly and logically, respect the imternational commu- 

nity s verdict, and abandon mtransigence and arbitrary 
acts. Bush should suggest that the solutbon of the Cyprus 
problem must be founded on international law and the 
UN principles that Turkey has been brutally flouting for 
17 years. Turkey cannot, on the one hand, claim a place 
within the civilized world and, on tne other, show 
disrespect for the principles that govern i 

In his onterview with Greek television, Bush sand: “11 es 

in Our Country's interest to have the problem solved, 
with the United Nations anding in achieving this result” 
We are pleased to hear this, and for this reason we 
support the involvement of the UN Security Council 
We beheve the equitable solution of our problem will be, 

first of all, om the interests of the people of Cyprus, 
Greece, and Turkey, and also promote peace in general 

in the castern Mediterranean. It will pave the way for the 

solution of the other problems in the area: the Middle 

Fast and Lebanon problems 

It is with these thoughts and capectations thal we awart 
with mnterest Bush's visit to our area. The stance he will 
adopt on the problems of this sensitive arca will show 
how serious Washington is and how well founded tts 

views are concerning a “new order.” freedom, and 
democracy. We shall see 

Denktas Comments on Bush's Visit to Turkey 

NC1707 183491 Istanbul TURAIYVE in Turkish 

lo Jul Vip s 

[Interview with Turkish Cypriot community leader Raut 
Denktas by TURKIYVE correspondents Bener Karakarial 
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and Bilal Kocak. place and date not given—first two 
paragraphs are TURKIVE introduction] 

[Excerpts] Only a few days remain before US. Pressdent 
George Bush's visit to Turkey. On the eve of this 
important visi, we notice that the Cyprus probiem has 
flared up in Turkish public opmmon. Might be that 
Bush will come to Ankara with a solution to the Cyprus 
problem”? 

We asked Rauf Denktas. prewdent of the Turkish 
Republic of Northern Cyprus, about the developments 
concerning Cyprus 

[Correspondent] Esteemed President: What 1s the latest 
situation mn Cyprus’ 

[Denktas] The Greek Cypriot side still maintains the 
claom that it 1s the legal government of all of Cyprus, and 
on the basis of thes claim, 11 asks for concessions that we 
cannot give. In other words, because the Greek Cypriot 
side deems itself to be the government of all of Cyprus. 
presents the following view: “The Cyprus problem 1s one 
of mvasion, the problem will be resolved once the 
Turkish Army withdraws from the island, we have no 
dispute with the Turkish Cypnots.” No agreement or 
reconcihation could be buslt on this false clarm, and 11 1s 
precisely the reason for the lack of agreement during the 
last 28 years. 

Esteemed Mr. Bush has said that the Cyprus problem is 
a problem for Turkey and Greece. He spoke as though he 
was unaware it 1s Greece that 1s fanning the problem and 
preventing reconcihation, 1s advising the Greek Cypriots 
“to hold on to and never let go of the title of the 
Government of Cyprus.” arming the Greek Cypriots, 
portraying the Turkish Cyprots as a minority and 
Turkey as an mnvader at the international forums, and 
abetting the Greek Cyprots. The Cyprus problem 
became a problem for Greece only when the Cyprus 
morsel she tried to swallow got stuck im her throat. Now 
she 1s asking the United States “to help her to swallow 
that morsel.” 

Turkey has no responsiblity for the development of the 
Cyprus problem. The affair was planned by the Greek 
Cyprot-reece duo, which unwaveringly applied the 
plan “to destroy the Turks and gulp down Cyprus.” 

I do not think that esteemed Mr. Bush 1s aware of this 
genocide plan, known as the Akritas plan. Had he any 
knowledge about it. he would have had many things to 
say to the Greek lobby that mstigates him. [passage 
omitted] 

[Correspondent] How do you assess the US. mitiatives 
on the Cyprus problem’ How would Bush's visits to 
Turkey and Greece effect the Cyprus problem” 

[Denktas] I do not think President Bush will arrive with 
a magic formula for the solutvon of the Cyprus problem 

I surmuse that he, too, will realize that the information 
provided him by the bureaucrats 1% much too moom- 
plete. Thies vesit 8 a good opportunity to caplaim the 
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reales of Cyprus to Pressdent Bush. Only then he wll 
undersiand which of the two ss the real problem: the 
Cyprus problem, or Greece—which for 28 years has 
resorted to Byzantine mtngucs to swallow up Cyprus— 

and her followers in Cyprus. 

lt was the Greek Cyprnot-4oreck duo that created the 
probicm. [passage omitted] Their am was to sci up the 
Greck Cypnot republic, To achieve thes they had to 
destroy the cxrsting partnership republic. They armed 
themscives and destroyed . They had to cluminate the 
constitution. They were successful mm that. too. They also 
had to deprive the Turkish Cypriots of then neghts and 
reduce them to a minority. Although they failed om thas, 
they act as though they have achieved thrs arm. now hide 
behind the ttle “the Government of Cyprus.” and are 
exerting efforts to make thei final move. President Bush 
has to discover these facts. If he acts on his notion of 
legal statchood, he will sce that the present “Cyprus 
Governament™ imstitution m Cyprus 1 nothing bul a 
Greek Cypnot Government administering the Greck 
Cypriots alone, and would then inquire about reasons for 
accepting this institution also as the government for the 
Turkish Cypriots for the lat 28 years, despite all the 
provisions of the international law and agreements. It 1s 
our right to expect a judgment on the Cyprus problem 
that the Greek Cypriots are not and will not be the 
government of the Turkish Cypriots. 

Cypriot President \ asiliou on Solution to Problem 

NC 160719289) Istantul MILLIVET im Turkish 
12 Jul Vipa 

[First of a two-part intervicw with Cypriot Pressdent 
Yeoryios Vasilhow by MILLIVET correspondent Nur 
Batur in Nicosia, date not given] 

[Text] [Batur] Many people regard you as a peace loving 
and agreeable person. What kind of a solution do you 
have m mond for Cyprus” 

[Vasiliou) The solution I have in mond for Cyprus 1s one 
that should provide a better life for all Cyprots and 
create conditions that will enable the Turkish and Greek 
Cypriots to live together mm peace and secunty. Thies 
solution will create the opportunity for an cra of unlem- 
ited development between Turkey and Crreece. | beheve 
that sf thes dispute 1s continued. the two countnes well 
destroy cach other in the economic domain 

{Batur] Do you agree to the establishment of a bizonal, 
thoommunal federal republic m Cyprus’ 

[Vasilrou] Rauf Denktas asked me the same question 
when we first met. We reached an agreement on that 
issuc long ago. Words are interpreted differently as tome 
passes. We do not disagree on the question of bocommu- 
nality. However, what does the word bizonality umply” A 
land comprised of two sectors 1s bvzonality. Rauf Den- 
ktas see bizonality from a racist viewport Racwm 

berg removed from the face of the world Why should 
we not do the same here mn Cyprus” 
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[Batur] How will the principle of bizonality be pul mto 
effect of you msi that 200.000) refugees return to 
northern Cyprus to live” 

[Vasthou] | have never sand that. What we are talkong 
about 1s an sland on whech Turkish and Greck ( vpreots 

live mm different regeons. We are sayung that as we move 
to establish a federation. we first should establish ots 

terrmional bass. If you consider the gucstion of land 
solely on a population rato bases. the Turkish ( yorots 

should have 18 percent of the land. but if I were to 

propose that you would think that I was poking We have 
agreed that the land of the federated Turkish Cypriot 
side may be larger than the population ratio of the 

Turkish Cyprots would suggest. Refugecs can be reset 
thed om the areas left for Greek Cyprmots Turkish and 
Greck Cypriot refugees must be given the nght to reture 
to their homes. We cannot start our work by obstructing 
the nmghi of chowe. Many will not want to return It 1s 
important for the Turkish Cypriots to be the majority om 

them area and tor the Crreck Cypriots to be the mapjorety 

m thew arca. Look at Belgeum. Swrtveriand. and ( rech. 

oslovakia, only one nation docs not live m an scparate 
area im those countries 

{Batur] But the people im those countries have not 

caperienced the tragic mncadents capenenced om ( yprus 

You are probably aware of the fears of the Turkesh 

Cypriots... For example, do you agree to the concept of 

politecal equality” 

[Vasihou}] We are prepared to agree to all the character 

istics of modern tederatrons. The sees of a fedieratron 

are equal im thei respective fields. If one has a moenrstry 

of pustice, the other does too They decide for themscty es 

how they will manage trade Ii we are talking about a 
federation and not about two separate states. we need a 

federal authority 

The F lection ef the President 

[Batur}] Are you, then. prepared agree to a rotateng 
pressdential system, m which case you may sce Raut 
Denktas elected presedent of Cyprus” 

[Vasshou] | am against a rotating presidential system 

but | am prepared to see a Turkesh (Cyprnot clected 

pressedent We propose that the presedent and vice pres 
ident be clected through general clectrons 

{Batur) You are aware that the Gireck (© ypriets will neve 

elect a Turkish Cypriot present 

[V asshou)] Maybe not during the first clecthoms However 

no one thought that a Catholx would be clected as 

president of the | arted Mates uate Present Kennedy 
lam proposing a systicm that will prowsde for mathemat 

al equality between the Cireck Cyprnot and Turkish 

( yprt votes. The only conditron rs that the presedent 

and the since pressdent must not be from the came sock 

|Batur] Is thes not a hypothetical stand” 
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|\asshou}] No. a os very practscal.. A candsdatc would 

pertorm better if be »s aware that he depends on the votc 
of the other person on the ticket. The system works 
ctlectively om Sengapore. The system im Singapore opcr- 
ates © that the Chinese. the Malaysians. and the Indians 
have to depend on cach other... Consegucnily. those 
who are clected do not rely on nationals slogans but on 

the cooperation between the communttics 

Second Part of Interview 

NC) 0124991 Istanted MILLIVET om Turkish 
i; Iu w | y’ 4 

[Final of two munstaliments of mntervicw wath Cypnot 
Presdent ¥ coryeos V asilow by correspondent Nur Batur 
m Noosa. date not given] 

| Text] [Batur} ( onsiderme the tadure of the republic that 

was established mm 1960). shouldn't an cflort be made to 
csiabiish a new system” 

[Vasthow) At that tome. the Coreck Cypriots were calling 

tor Enosrs [umon with Coreece| and the Turkish (Cypriots 

were demanding Taksom [partition] We can estabirsh a 

federation based on the lessons of our past capernence 

The Federal Republn of Cyprus will be part of the Ft 
and decrmmons will be adopted not m Nieoossa bul m 

Brussels We must understand the mmportance of this 

wgniticant change and cannot live m the past 

| have descussed all thes with Raut Denktas many times 

The Gereck C yprot and Turkish ( yprot coonomucs have 
had a lmeted number of customers in the past. and they 

enseed one another € yprus hosted |. S000) tourrsts m 

1990 The Turkesh Cyprot and CGrreck Cypriot factory 

owners eill not solely depend on the domesin markct im 

the new Cyprus but well do business with Furope. the 
| meted Mates and the Middle East countries 

|Katur) Are vou sayeng that ( yprus has changed and that 
vow are prepared to share the mland with the Turkish 
( \preets” 

|\Vawhou] (1 course. the = our common ofyective As 

the LN seoretary general caplanned, however. sharing 

docs not empl) equality if the figures are not equal Each 

side will have its own share 

\ Package \ereement 

|[Ratur) Do vou support the mea that matters related to 

the comtitutron. the question of land. the refugees. and 

other protic showld be reselved as a package agree 
ment” 

iN awhow! Ves 

|Ratur Mut \« 

and the msec of the refugees 

uy are gry ing preort, to the qucst,on of land 

|\\awhouw| No bul we are contenwouwsl) dehating the 

comstrtuteon 4 federateon Cannot he es aoleehed without 

lana Thx | nited \atnons cape ts a rowonathc resprensc 
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from the Turkish Cyprot side on these two key rssucs so 
thal progress can be made to resolve the problem. A 
referendum should be held on the package agreement 
formulated during the negotiations. The Turarsh side's 
response on the qucstion of land and the refugees issuc 
will not be effective before a package agreement 1s 
reached 

[Batur] The Turkish Cyprots belheve that the Greek 
Cypnots accept individual proposals but then move to 

ask for new concessions 

[Vasihou}] Rauf Denktas has never submitted a proposal 
on the question of land) Whenever | asked for onc, he 
began to tell stones about the past. Had France and the 
FRG kept dwelling on the past, the EC would never have 
been established. Al one tome. he sand “A state of 
no-solution 1s one of the solutvons to be found to the 
Cyprus problem.” Negotiations cannot be mamtained 
on such a basis—and [1] am not the one who sand this, «t 
was the United Nations. Actually, the Unned Nations is 
determined that it will not call for a meetung unless i 1s 
confident that serous negotiations will take place. 

[Batur} President Turgut Oval has put forward a pro- 
posal for a quadrpartite summit. Why have you not 
accepted ut” 

[Vasihou}] The form of the meetung that will be held is 
nol important. A mecting on Cyprus should be well 
prepared, and the permanent members of the UN Secu- 
rity Council must participate. The UN organization has 
become a party to thes longstanding problem. and its 
Participation in the negotiations should be considered 
normal. as 1s the case on the Arab-Israch drspute 

Why Are the Greek Cypriots Arming’ 

[Batur| You have sand that you support peace Why are 
the Greek Cypriots spending $1,000,000 daily to pur- 
chase arms’ 

[Vasilou]} (laughing) The figure has been cxaggerated a 
little 

[Batur] Thess the figure revealed by your defense 
minister 

[Vasilhou] Maybe the funds we allocated fer that purpose 
were a little high on 1990. and we may spead less om the 
upcoming years. Let us be frank. Can the Cireck Cypriot 
National Guard. consrsting of 10.000 men. pose a threat 
to the 35.000-strong Turkish Armed Forces mm Cyprus’ 
You have 400 tanks on the rsland. We are the side that is 
actually beng threatcene+ Raut Denktas has sand, mean- 
while. that Turkey should deploy more troops mm Cyprus 

[Batur} Everyone knows that Turkey docs not mmtend to 
occupy ( yprus 

[Vasihou!] Listen, what took place mm 1974 was a preor- 
ganized occupation. Of course. the Greek military coup 
was wrong. and | am completely opposed to that. The 
Turks have occupred 47 percent of the wland, however 

CYPRUS u 

They have occupied the arcas where the Creech ( yprots 
lived, not places hke Lomassol and Paphos. where the 
Turkish Cyprnots lived. A strategec muelviary operation 
what took place 

We are now strengthening our dcfemscs w wc can con. 
vince individuals like Neometion Erhakan [leader of 
Turkey's Prosperity Party) to give ep thew search for a 
new military solution 

[Batur] Had Turkey not mtervened. ( yprus would have 
become part of Cireece 

[Vasiou] | beheve that the mamiland Cirecks did not 
have the strength to do that. and the mayor powers would 

have allowed 1 mm any caw 

| Bator] Is the sdea of Enoses berng marntarnncd” 

[Vasshou) Rest assured that « dred a long tyme ago 

{Batur] You have made contradutory siatements You 
have clarmed that you are a peace-bow eng person bul you 
have also sand that vou are alice to bet Turkeys woth 

missikes 

[Vasthou] | have sand thes to comvemce Turkey that a 
© mest on its Gccupatlron of northern 

Cyprus for the purpose of maintarneng the security of rts 
borders [fo tcll vou the truth, we de not have any 
mise’ 4. bul messes can crows borders The only way to 

* <aiish security between Turkey and (Cyprus « to 
resolve the problem. establish cooperatron and drsarm 

the sland 

boonemn | mbarge 

[Batur] You have been saying that the future depends on 
cooperation. Why have you reframned from lrfteng the 

economi embargo you mpowd agarmst the Turkish 
Cyprnots so that genuine cooperatron between the two 

sides could be established” 

[Vasihou} (laughing) The present comdrtrons are not 
normal, because the Turkish ( ypreots are brveng on land 
owned by Greek Cypriots. They are wseng Cireck ( ypriot- 
owned factones. Ownershep cannot be legalized with 
occupation. The arca that has been cocupied by the 
Turkish Armed Forces docs not belong to the Turkish 
Cypriots, and t has been wader thes contro! for only 17 

years. How can we recognize the arrport om the occupred 
territory” 

{Batur] But vou have sacd that you have to start some. 
where 

[Vasihou] We have to start with the soluthon melt 
Varoesha must be opened and you should demonstrate 
your good will, Turkey « the stronger party. and must 

therefore display good «rll 

[Batur] Probably you also want to realize the three 
freedoms” 
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[Vasshow) The freedom of mosement and of oencrship 
can be realred emmeditcls. bul thes 6 908 truc for the 
freedom of settlement. because | then’ that the displaced 
Crock and Terinh Cyprots will qgusckls return to thew 

homes If a Turkssh Cyprot ershes to return to hes home 
m Paphos. be will find that a Greek Cypriot os living 
there, and that howse +s cocupant «ii have to be trans 

ferred somewhere cise All thes well take tome 

[Rater] If 45.000) Turkesh Cyprots and 100.000 Greek 
Cypreets decade to move. ot well result m chaos 

[Vaselrou] No. the cannot happen. and. m any case. I do 

not beheve that thes many people well want to return to 

thew howses 

[Batur} Judging ty the difference between the cach side's 
vies, 2 sOlutbOn scot to be far away 

[Vawhou) A solutbon cannot be fownd of Rauf Denktas 
mamtarns tes approach. because he docs nol want a 

solutron. | hope that Pressdent Turgut Oval and Prone 
Minester Mesut Vilmaz «ill keep a postive attitude. A 
solutvon cannot be fownd if thee actroms are influenced 
by the mentality that “Turkey and the Turkish Armed 
Forces are strong “ Look at Afghanistan and Cambodia. 
the mulitary forces withdrew from those countnes before 
then proMiems were solved 

[Batur) The situation rs not the same 

[Vasehow] lt the same In fact. « = ewen worse. The 
reason tr- the Turkesh Armed Forces’s presence m 
Cyprus «ory weak ft os om Turkey's mterest to act to 
wilve The problem. not try to divede the mland. | hope 
that. as a statesman. Pressdent Turgut (zal will prefer to 
find a solution 

| Batur) Y owr proposals for a solution have not com imcoed 
the Turkish (Cypriots that thew securnty well be ensured 

[V asshow] | propose that all the experts op the world draw 
up the framework for a federation. | am prepared to 

agree to the model that exrsts om Belgeum But | cannot 
agree to the model in Luxembourg. because they are two 
different states [sentence as published] 

|Batur} Are you prepared to guarantee the Turkish 
( ypreets thal the stuatron of the 1960's well not recur m 

Cyprus” 

[Vasshow] Ves. a stuateon semilar to that of the 1960's 
will not be created m Cyprus 

[Ratur] Will the CGireek Cypriots agree to share the 
land's resources with the Turkish Cypriots” 

[Vasihou] | am giving every kind of guarantee on this 
muc Not only do we wish to share, bul we also want to 
create a ( yprus that well be an cxaample to the entire 
world We want to create an atmosphere of cooperation 
and peace. and | hope that Present Oval and Prime 
Minister Vilmaz will take the night steps mm that direc- 
thon 
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[Batur] You must convince Presadent Rauf Denitas on 
thes maticr 

[Vasshou] An cifon should be made to convince Prew- 
demt Rauf Denktas [ttle as published), ard I am not 
against making an cflort to comvince Present Raut 
Denktas. (Presdent V esshow referred to Raut D. aiktas as 
Pressdent Denktas tence.) Presedent Oval nevertheless 
has 2 decrsive role at the present tome 

[Batur] Pressdent Denktas  worned thal past events 
may be repeated 

[Vasshou] Thes ss unjustified. Denktas ms hiveng om the 
past, and we must icarn to live for the future Wars were 
fought om the past. but peace must be estabirshed on the 
future. We must icarn from the past 

[Batur] Nevertheless. | cannot be optumistic when | 
consider the difference between the two side's positions 

[Vasihou] Resolving the problem of the FRG and the 
GDR was also difficult, but Gorhaches mssted on uo. It 
there 1s political well. then the difficulties can be sur- 
mounted. Compared with the Gireck Cypriots. the 

Turkesh Cyprots will bencfit more from the solution of 
the problem. because there 1s no tuture for then present 

situation 

Government Notes G-7 Discussion of Cyprus issue 

VOTO I6NS! Nicoma Cyprus Broadcasting 
Corporation Radi Network on Greek 1030GMT 
> Jul 91 

[Text] The government spokesman said today that i 1s 
remarkabic the leaders of the seven most powertul undus- 
tnahzed countries found time to discuss the (Cyprus 
problem. saying these leaders capressed then support of 

the UN secretary general's continuing efforts to define 
an outline for an agreement on the Cyprus msue and to 
stress a solutvon based on UN resolutions 

The discussion of the Cyprus problem by the Crroup of 
Seven [G-7] leaders on London. the spokesman sand. was 
the result of lengthy. difficult efforts by the presedent of 
the Republic and his government 

Denktas ‘Main Obstacle’ to Cyprus Solution 

NVC 1407122991 Niwcoma O FILE LEV THEROS 09 Grek 

4 Jul Vip 3 

[From the “Liberal” column “The UN Secretary Geen. 
eral ls Wrong”) 

[Text] It os needless to say that we disagree with the LN 
secretary generals statement that Denktas docs not 
constitute an obstacle to the solutron of the Cyprus msuc 

This 1s 80 because not only we. but also the Turkish 
Cyprots themsecives, consider hom the mam obstacte 
Without overlooking the greater Turkish imitentrons 
which Denktas serves with bes negative attitude—so 
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therefore = % not a question of one individual—hus 
gencral postion and difficult attitude constitute the 
main point of the restram. Also: 

— The secretary general may. for his own reasons—s4ome 
of which may be understood—take this pos..son and 
capress these assessments im an interview. Bul i is 
impossible not to stress the fact that such a position 
contrasts with the assessments of the Turkish Cypriot 
Opposition 

If we stress thes, it 1s because we beleve that the only way 
Denktas will change his negative approach—which con- 
Stitutes today a basic obstacle, and at the same time, a 
source of obvious danger for peace not only to Cyprus 
itself but also to a greater arca—is if the 
community rssolates and pressures him. This is so 
because his attstude can cause a spark that 
start a Greek-Turkish flare-up. That is why we under- 
stand but do not agree with the UN secretary general. 
who can be more strict on some rssucs than others. 

huwaiti Plane Delayed After Hijacking Alert 

NC 1°07193191 Paris AFP in English 
PIOGMT 1° Jal 91 

[Text] Larnaca, Cyprus, July 17 (AFP)}—Cypnct author- 
ites sent heloopters and armoured vehicles and stepped 

up security measures Wednesday following an alert that 
five Arabs planned to hyack 2 Kuwait airliner, police 
sand 

CYPRUS b) 

The | 52 passengers aboard a Kuwan Airways flight had 
to undergo several searches while helicopters and 
armored vehicles closely watched the plane until 1 took 
off. a polwe spokesman sand. The plane icfi late 
Wednesday after a three-hour delay. 

It was to travel to Cairo for an overnight stopover 
because the international airport in Kuwart was closing 
at 7 p.m. (1500 GMT). authorities sand 

The aircraft crew said the delay had occurred for tech- 
nical reasons, a passenger on board the plane. contacted 
in Cairo, told AFP. Police headquarters in Cyprus 
alerted the airport that five men of Arab orgen planned 
to hyack the plane on Wednesday afternoon. police said. 
without saying where the would-be terrorist planned to 
take the plane. 

Commerce Minister Departs for Moscow Talks 

NC1707180391 Nicosma Cyprus Broadcasting 
Corporation Radio Network in Greek 1030 GMT 
17 Jul 91 

Text] At the invitation of the Soviet Government, Takis 
stsas, minister of Commerce and industry. lefi today 

for Moscow at the head of a Cypriot delegation. During 
its Stay in the Sovict Union, the delegation will hold 
contacts to review Commercial rclations between the two 
countnes. their further devclopment and strengthening. 
and the signing of a trade agreement for 1991-92 

In addition, as the statement notes, 1 1s expected that 
during the talks a procedure will be agreed upon for 
granting credits worth 25 million Cypriot pounds for the 
export of Cypriot products to the Sovict Umon. 
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President haramanlis Welcomes President Bush 

VC 1807115691 Athens ET-1 Televinon Network 

in Greek 1058 GMT 18 Jul 9] 

[Speech by Greek President Karamaniis welcoming Pres- 

ident George Bush on hes arrival at Ellinskon Airport in 
Athens—live] 

[text] Mr. President: We welcome you and Mrs. Bush to 
Greece with sincere pleasure. In your person we grect the 
great leader of a great country to which Greece 1s linked 
by close and longstanding tics 

Mr. President, your visit 1s taking place at a time when 
the whole world. including this region. 1s passing through 
a penod of instability and uncertainty that has also 

created increased responsibilities for your country Your 
visit acquires special importance, particularly for 

Greece, because 1 comes at a time when our country 1s 

facong critical problems in whach., for several well-known 
reasons, your country has been indirectly involved. We 
will have the opportunity to discuss these problems with 

you and work on solutions responding to the principics 

of justice and strengthen our region's stability and secu- 
rity 

With these capectations, Mr. President. | welcome you 

to Crreece 

Ministry on Turkish Response to Disarmament Offer 

VC 1-0 200191 Athens Elliniha Radhiotoma Radio 

Network’ on Greek IR20GMT 1 Jal oi 

[Excerpts] The Greek prime munsiter’s peace mutiative 
was made especially within the spirit of the new Europe 

peace. and cooperation with our neighbors for stability 
m ihe Balkans. Thes 1s stressed by the Foreign Ministry 
im response to today's statement by the Turkish Forengn 

Ministry's media spokesman on this rssuc 

Ankara’s reply to Prime Minister Konstandinos Mitso- 
takis’ proposal 1s negative and contains pretests and 

evasions Mitsotakis’ proposal was for limiting offensive 
weapons along the Greek, Turkish, and Bulgarian bor- 
ders. Turkey's reply was not given officially to the Crees 
Government. but it was announced today by the Turkish 

Foresgn Ministry [passage omitted) 

The Foresgn Ministry statement. which replies to today's 
Statement by the Turkish Foreign Ministry media 
spokesman on the Cireek [word mdistinct] mrtative 
noted the following 

The Greek Government cxupresses its regret, because 
today's Turkish answer 1s virtually tantamount to rejec- 
thon of the Creek peace mitiative. Thes 1s because Turkey 
does not agree with a permanent and firm chmate of 
tranquility on the sensitive border triangle that the Creek 
mitiative aims to create 
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Turkey's reference to tradmonal NATO defense pur- 
poses of the two countries complictcl) mnorcs the ace 

European reality. as well as the hestorsc polvtical changes 
that have taken place m our rogpron. It 1s precescly these 
changes that made the Greck metiative powible for the 
withdrawal not of trooms. bul of the arca’s offensive 
weapons. Turkey knows very well that. although these 
dangcrous weapons have been placed under a genera! 

Status of lymrtatvon by the CFE treaty. nothing prevents 
ther Mass Concentration m sensitive arcas in a way that 
would create a clomate of tenwon and mmsccurty 

Thes sharply negative climate « now prevailing on the 
Greck-Bulgarian-Turkesh borders. and this has been 
cMtabiished not only by Crrocce. Thes os the reason for 

Greck prime moenrster’s mitiative armed at clmumateng 

thes dangcrous source of tenwon and at hurlding trust om 
the Balkans. particularly im view of the current dis 

turbing situation 

Avonding the substance of the Greck proposal, Turkey 
also moves the problem trom a Balkan to a tulateral 
Coreck- Turkish framework Therctore. Turkey micntron- 

ally sgnores the territonal continu:ty and multinatronal 

nature that characterize the Grreck proposal by micad 
bringing up the worn-out argument about the arming of 
certam Crreck rsiands mm the Acecan. But Turkey knows 
very well thal any measures taken on these lands are 

clearly detensive and am only aft protecting Creek 

sovercignt) agaist any objective Comsequentl Turkey 

makes the mistake of comparing two msucs. which have 
totally different potitecal. military. and goographn bases 

The Grreck Crovernment reiterates that the Creck prime 

minister s mmitiatisc was made especially withen the spore 
of the new Europe. peace, and cooperation with our 

newghbors for statulity om the Balkans We capress the 
hope that when Turkey. as of declares, completes caam- 

matron of all aspects of our proposal of well realize thes 
spirit, which already has been applauded by w many 

other countries, and that it will finally respond positively 

to the Coreckh peace mmitratrs« 

Turkey “Disterting’ | \ Resolution on Cyprus 

VOT WOT Arhen: Eb ilinks Radheetoma Radio 

Nore’ on Core’ JAMO WT 1 Jel 

[Text] Grovermment spokesman Viren Poldhoras today 
sand that Turkey emsests on distorting the meaning of UN 

Securnty Counce Reselutron 649 on the Cyprus meue 
Poldhoras was commenting on a recent sMatement by 

Turkish Prome Moenester Mesut \ imaz on thes resuc 

Poldhoras added Resolution 649 Confirms the mterna 

tonal entity of the wortery ( ypres. 4 Cowntry wath two 

communities. (hur proposal to Turkes « clear and firm 

Let Turkey address the two hasn questrons—the ternto 
nal and refugee rmsucs—eithin the sprit of mnternatronal 

law and pursuing international peace. and then the door 
will open 
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Daily Carries 17 “ov Leaflet on Bomb Attack 

SCL WIG! Arhens ELEVTHEROTIPLA in Gree 
;~ Jig! y/] rr > 33 

[Teat of leaflet mswcd by the 17 November organization 
on 16 July] 

|Escerpts} The recent war m the Gulf was tor Greece 

another better capernence, as well as a lesson of the deep 
adherence and fasth the West has m the principles of 

yustice and emternatronal Iegality. The bomb- 
ings of nommelstary targets behend the frontimnes. which a 
retored Israch general described recently as an “act of 
vandalrsm semslar to those during the Mongols’ invasion 
of trag om the 1 Mth century.” have convinced even the 
most skeptical that the West does not yoke with violators 
of epternatronal law. So. m less than seven months, the 

rapest and invader of Kuwart not only was compelicd by 
force of arms to abandon i. but also the “butcher” of 

Baghdad was punrshed im an exemplary manncr. Al cast 
|S0.000 Irages were exterminated, their country was 
destroved, and rts coonomy was sect back 50 years 

However, of seven months were enough to solve the 
problem of the occupation of Kuwait, 17 years have pot 

born cnough to solve the Cyprus problem. So. the 
\nkera butchers, to use the Western terminology, can 
mmvade. destroy, and occupy one-third of Cyprus without 
mmterventvien. They can comme crimes, create a de facto 

state. the current actual partson, and the future conted- 
cratron with the blessongs of the mternatronal commu- 
nity and parteculartly of the Anglo- Americans, who rn thrs 
case ded not sense any violation of legality 

In the case of Kewan, the West refused any under- 
sanding with Saddam before hrs troops withdrew With 
( vores. the West ded not demand with the same perss- 

tence the erthdrawal of the Turkesh troops. Never was a 

decrwon made for an economic embargo on Turkey 
Never was 2 mulitary operation attempted against 
Turkey to force &t wethdraw from Cyprus. Finally, the 

current secret negotatrons are berg held without the 
\nglo- Amerncams setteng the withdrawal of all Turkish 
oocupethon troaps and the return of refugees to their 
hommes as the seme qua non term for any agreement 

Therefore, ewery Crreck can only admire the West's 

devotron to enternatronal law and comuder the Anglo- 

Amercans and the Turkish fascest capanwonnm as 
responwuilc for thes mew conspiracy against the country 
and the shronkeng of Hellenism [passage omitted] 

In let of the new US. and EEC crume against Helle- 
manifested om the partitron-confederation solu- 

tron, wtech dees not require full withdrawal of the 
nian 

Turkish troops and the return of the refuge ~d whech 
Bush will attempt to empose with hes vrsit . Coreek 
cytvven rarses the followmg questions bef. ame West, 
whoch sso enflearte toward the violators of legality and 
s© tarthtul to prenceples, morals, and nights 

GREECE ” 

On what justice. moral code, and nghts of natsronalrics 
docs the 18-percent Turkish munorty, whech ss spread 
throughout the sland, base the nght for secession and 
partition, while the compacted 25-percent Kurdish 
minorty of 12 milhon—of whom ‘ milhon are com- 
pacted om Turkish Kurdistan—do not have the mght for 
secesson and cstabiishment of an autonomous Kurdish 
State as i 1s moreover proveded by the Sevres treaty” 

On the bass of what justece. what moral rule. what 

nationality mghts are the islands im the Pacific and 
Atlantec Oceans—w hich are thousands of miles from the 
metropolss and with very small minorities of white 

settlers, such as the slands of Micronesia or Hawan— 
Amerncan’ On what bases are the Falkland Islands 
English and New Caledoma or Tahiti French? Yet ot 1s 
not mght for Cyprus, which for thousands of years has 
been 82-percent Greek. to be Greek’ 

Therefore, we decided io strike at the Turkesh fascist 
expansionism by blowing up with a car bomb the diplo- 

mate car that was carrying Deni Bolukbass, Turkish 
charge d'affaires and acting ambassador, and Turkish 
Embassy Administrative Counselor Nilgun Kecoeci. as 
well as them driver-bodyguard. Each of them. with ther 
position om the diplomatic branch of the pol:uical- 
mulitary comples of Turkey, have a specific and mmme- 
diate responsibility for all the crimes against Cypriot 
Hellenism, the Kurdish people. and the Turkish people 
themselves. We stress with particular emphasis that our 
action 1s not directed against the Turkish people. but 
against the fascrst policy of the Turkish politecal-mulitary 
compiles, of which the Turkish people themscives also 
are a vactom 

We address warm and militant greetings to the Turkish 
organisations of armed resistance and the Kurdish gucr- 
nila organizations who are waging an armed struggic 
mide Turkey for the heratron of Kurdistan 

Bomb Attacks at U.S. Companies Explained 

NC 107190291 Athens ELEVTHEROTIPIA in Greek 

17> Jul 91 p 33 

[Text of leaflet by the Revolutronary People’s Struggic 
and | May organizations on bom) caplowons at the 
“Inter-American Alco. and Apple multnatronal com- 
panes” offices mm Kowkak: and Pandw dated 16 July 
1991] 

[Excerpts] North Amencan mmpenalnm ms today the 
undoubted top of the internatronal capitalist-ampenalint 

pyramed. the only superpower on the planet. Thes hege- 
mone positron of the United States also determenes its 
role m the so-called new order of things as a world 
gendarme. as the war in the Persian Gull has shown, and 
of the supreme regulator who settles regional disputes 

throughout the world to the benefit of his mmpenalit 
domination 

The Bush vest to Greece also falls within thes frame- 
work. Bush ms coming to impose those solutvons which 
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will regulate the country’s national issues to the benefit 
of the capitalist-umperialist domination and particularly 

of the long-term North American economic-political and 
military imposition in the Balkans and Eastern Mediter- 
ranean with the following given facts: 

—The significance which the United States atiaches to 
Turkey for supporting its presence im the Eastern 
Mediterranean and Middle East. 

—The aggressiveness of Turkish expansionism, which 
secks an upgraded subimperialist role in the region 
trom its North American patrons. 

— The constant downgrading of Greek capitalism in the 
world capitalist-umpernalist chain. 

—The nonexistence of national conscience and strategy 
within the constantly dependent dominating cco- 
nomic classes and the constantly subordinate political- 
military and diplomatic establishment. 

It 1s easy for one to realize what Bush's solations for the 
country will be: servitude and the sellout of everything. 

The U.S.-serving government of the New Democracy 
already accepts the partition of Cyprus—they call ut a 

federation—and goes to a dialogue with the Turkish 
militaristic regime to discuss the questions of the 
Acgean, the islands, and Thrace. The first step of the 
LS. plan, which was been predetermined and decided in 

advance tor the Balkans and started with Yugoslavia, 1s 
Mitsotakis’ proposal for the demilitarization of the areas 
on the Greek-Turkish-Bulgarian borders. The New 
Democracy government also converts Crete into a US 
aircraft carrier, sells out the productive enterprises to the 
multinational companies, and turns the country into a 
Third World nation under the U.S.-EEC-IMF supervi- 

sion-domination. [passage omitted] 

In dealing agaist the corrupt and servile capitalist 
regime of exploitation, oppression, and misery, the peo- 

ple’s revolutionary resistance and action, particularly the 

constant and continuous anticapitalist-anti-imperialist 

revolutionary people's violence, constitutes the only 

cxisting possibility to question at the first stage and 
overthrow in the future the capitalist-imperialist domi- 
nation 

There are areas where the North American overlordship 

has taken the form of general military control and 
occupation. Crete 1s one such area of particular impor- 
lance 

Crete must become a hostile territory for the North 
American terrorists, and they must be struck down 
decisively along with all those who participate in 

securing their comfortable and pleasant stay on the 
island. There should be no shops they can frequent, no 
houses they can rent, and no hotels or tourist facilities 
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offered for their sole use, as when they brought the 
mercenary North American criminals here from the 

Persian Gulf for rest 

Small, mancuvcrabic, close-knit conspiratorial groups of 
fighters must be formed and put into action. They must 
be able to strike ummediately in a violent and dynamic 
manner with the most convenient means, such as 

wooden objects, petrol, dynamite, and other substances, 

against the North Americans and their property, such as 
automobiles, houses, and their most accessible installa- 
tions. These groups also should strike against all those 
who support the North Americans or offer them facilities 
to derive particular gains, such as shopkeepers, land- 

lords, hotel owners, and others. Actions by these 
groups—to the extent they achieve permanent scrious- 

ness and responsibility—will gradually offer the best 
means and the necessary experience for larger strikes 

On our part, within the framework of our constant aim 
for violent and dynamic blows against capitalism- 
imperialism and its stooges, we decided to welcome Bush 
with four explosive devices against the multinational 
companies of North American interests 

Specifically, we hit: 

—With two explosive devices the building housing the 
Alico multinational company of North American 

interests at 23 Lagoumtz: Street in Koukaks: 

—With two explosive devices the building housing the 
Inter-American, Alico, and Apple multinational com- 
panies of North American interests at 134 Singrow 
Avenue in Pandios 

We express our solidarity with the comrade Turkish 
fighters of the DEV SOL [Revolutionary Left] organiza- 
tion and honor its dead in the anti-imperialist- 

anticapitalist struggle they are waging in their country 

The struggle continues 

[Signed] Revoluthonary Organization | May 
Revolutionary People’s Struggle—ELA 

Allied Protection of Kurds in Turkey Hailed 

VO17OC1SS991 Athens Ellinihi Radhiotonia Radio 

Verwork in Greek 1130 GMT 1? Jul 91 

{Teat] A government statement says Athens hails the 
allied forces’ continued effort to solve the dramatic 

humanitanan problem facing the Kurdish population 

The statement addresses the temporary stationing of 
US. and other allved military units in Kurdish areas in 

Iraq near the Turkish border, in which Greece also 1s 

participating. This arrangement, the statement says, 1s a 
positive development because it guarantees Iraq's terr- 

torial integrity and effectively brings its compliance with 
UN Security Council resolutions, international law, and 

the Iraqi Government's commitments to the Kurdish 

population 
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Fuiler Version of Plans To Kill Bush in Ankara 

NC1707153791 Istanbul MILLIVET in Turkish 
16 Jul 91 p 10 

[An excerpt of this tem was published in the 17 July 

West Europe DAILY REPORT. page 39. column one. 
under the headline “Paper Details Fouled Plans To Kill 
Bush.” 

[Text] (MILLIYET NEWS AGENCY} The operation 
which the directorate of police’s political department 

launched in Istanbul based on information provided by 
the National Intelligence Organization [NIO] has been 
broadened to cover several other provinces in Turkey, 
including Ankara and Izmir. The police killed 10 mili- 
tanis and captured |2 others during the Istanbul opera- 

tion, and they discovered plans in the militants’ cell 

houses [hucre evier] which, coupled with the revelations 
made by those arrested, have revealed that an attempt 
was planned to assassinate President Bush when he 
visited Ankara. 

According to a high-ranking police officer, an clicgal 
organization also planned to assassinate two of the 
high-ranking U.S. security officials mm Istanbul at the 
same time. It has been reported that the police discov- 

ered the statements that would have been sent to the 
newspapers after the assassination as well as the type- 
writers used to type them. 

The police were amazed at the large amount of docu- 
ments and ammunition discos red in the eight cell 
houses the illegal organization used. The police began to 
study the documents after NIO and political police 

department bomb disposal experts and intelligence offi- 
cials cleared the cell houses of booby traps in an opera- 

tion which lasted 17 hours. The police department 
chemists have been asked to study the documents that 
the militants tried to burn 

The investigation thus far mimdicates that the illegal orga- 

nization’s members planned to kill President Bush either 
when he visited Ataturk’s Mausoleum in Ankara or when 
his car entered the main road as he left the mausoleum 
A parked car was to be exploded by remote control as 

President Bush's car entered the main road. Plans were 
also made to kill the U.S. security expert and his assis- 

tant responsible for security during President Bush's 
Istanbul visit. The expert and his assistant were to take 
charge of security in Istanbul as soon as President Bush 
departed from Ankara. It has been reported that the 
three explosives, which had been hidden in the ground 
floor of the militants’ cell house in Istanbul's Nisantasi 

quarter, were strong enough to destroy President Bush's 
armored car, which will be brought to Turkey for the 
presidential visit 

It has been ascertained from the maps that were discov- 

ered in the cell house that these explosives, which are 

used by the NATO armed forces under the name 
“Cortex” [Korteks], and which create a very high degree 
of heat when detonated, would be placed under the lids 
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of sewerage drain systems and underground installations 
used for linking telephone cabies. Meanwhile, it has been 
reported that the explosives would not be detected 
during the search that would be carried out by the US. 
officials, esther with electronic equipment or dogs. The 
officials have said that the illegal organization used a 
similar remote-controlled explosive in the past. Six 
police vehicles were destroyed and 50 others were seri- 
ousiy damaged by the explosive. The vehicles were 
parked in the State Equipment Office compound. The 
officials have also said that two plans were discovered in 
the house. It has been ascertained that one of them was 
abandoned because 1t would harm bystanders. 

Propaganda material partly destroyed by fire was also 
discovered during the police search. The material would 
have been sent to the media if the attempt to kill 
President Bush had been successful. Meanwhile, it has 
been ascertained that the ilegal organization would have 
carried Oul an assassination attempt against the US. 
officials in Istanbul. The attempt would have coincided 
with the assassination attempt against President Bush in 
Ankara. It has been ascertained that one of Bush's two 
security officials would be shot and killed with a nfle 
with a telescopic sight from a high-rise hotel in Taksim 
Square. The other official would be killed in Ciragan 
Hotel. 

The Death Squad 

The interrogation of the arrested militants has revealed 
that Niyazi Aydin, who was among the militants who 

were killed, was the nght-hand man of Durmus Karatas. 
the leader of the organization. Aydin was also respon- 
sible for the armed unit of the organization in Istanbul 
and took part in the murder of Hiram Abbas. Aydin was 
preparing to leave for Ankara with his squad for the 

assassination attempt. Meanwhile, 1 has been ascer- 

tained that Ibrahim Dogan, who escaped from the pen- 
itentiary in Bayrampasa some time ago and who was 

killed in the clash that took place between the militants 
and the police, was responsible for workers’ activities 

The NIO learned the registration plate of the vehicle the 
death squad would have driven to Ankara. It has been 
reported that the vehicle arrived in Turkey from Swit- 
zerland some time ago. It has been ascertained that the 
police searched for the vehicle in the streets of Istanbul 

for an entire week. The vehicle was an Opel station 
wagon, registration plate No. SQ 88425. It would have 
been used to take the death squad and the « «plosives to 
\nkara 

The police began their operation as soon as the militants 

arrived at the farmhouse in Bakirkoy’s Habipler locality 
in Istanbul, which they rented to hide the car. The 

militants who would have used the car were arrested. 
The police officials handed the car over to the political 
police section. Thousands of rounds for Kalashnikov 
rifles were discovered in hidden compartments in the car 
when it was searched. The police officials have disclosed 
that the operations are continuing and that disclosures 
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will be made when necessary with the approval of the 
Ministry of Internal Affairs. 

Commentary Urges Country To Cancel Bush Visit 

NC1S807114591 Istanbul TERCUMAN in Turkish 
13 Jul 91 po 

{Commentary by Professor Fahir Armaoglu: “A Kind of 
Visit...7] 

[Text] Let us hope that President Bush's visit to Turkey 
will bring happiness to us all, even though problems have 
been created and a number of mistakes have been made 
over the weeks preceding before the date of the visit. 
These people [U_S. officials] are either inexperienced or 
stupid. It seems that they are trying to play stupid tricks 
on Turkey. 

Look at what has happened. President Bush has praised 
Greek Cypnot Leader Yeoryios Vasiliou and President 

Turgut zal, but he has avoided mentioning Rauf Den- 
ktas’ name. He has planned to meet Prime Minister 
Konstandinos Miisotakis for three and a half hours when 
he visits Greece and will hold talks with each of the 
opposition party leaders in Turkey for 30 minutes. He 
has allocated only 1S minutes to his meeting with Prime 
Minister Mesut Yilmaz. 

Such visits are organized to strengthen mutual under- 
standing and tnendly tres not only between the two 
countries but also between their peoples. They are not 
Organized to create a reaction or dissatisfaction—if not 
hatred—in the people of the host country. Nevertheless. 
presidential visits have always been problematic during 

the Bush era. The question of the so-called massacre of 
the Armenians was brought up on the eve of the visit 
former Turkish President Kenan Evren was planning to 
make to the United States. Evren’s visit was postponed 
for a few months, and the United States then rejected the 
new date Turkey proposed. The US. officials were 
supposedly angered by the visit’s original postponement, 

and, consequently, Evren’s visit was delayed for nearly a 
year 

The U.S. officials have created problems in connection 
with President Bush's visit to Turkey. It will be noticed 
that the United States must be blamed for the problems 
in both cases, for the previous probiems related to 
Evren’s visit and for those related to President Bush's 
upcoming visit to Turkey. The US. attitude toward 
Turkey 1s obvious, but the Turkish officials nevertheless 
have been supporting the policies of the United States. In 
fact. we have gone so far as to place our land at the 
disposal of U.S. and other foreign military forces 

The Turkish officials would be wrong to believe that the 
friendship between Ozal and Bush 1s enough for Turkey. 
An unchanging reality mn international politics 1s that 
friendships between individuals do not contribute 
toward improving ties between countries and nations 
Therefore, what should be realized 1s the fact that the 
fnendship between Ozal and Bush will not contribute 
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toward the fnendship between Turkey and the United 
States, nor will 1 contnbute toward Turkey's interests. 

What has bewildered us 1s the significant effort made by 
the Turkish Foreign Ministry to rectify the mistakes the 
U.S. officials have made. Regarding the question of 
Denktas, the Turkish Foreign Ministry has said that 
President Bush “forgot” to mention his name. Of course, 
we can comment on this, but we do not wish to do so al 
the present time. Regarding President Bush's meeting 
with Mesut Yilmaz, the Turkish Foreign Ministry has 
said that the program 1s a “draft” and has not been 
finalized. Of course, 11 1s impossible to misunderstand 
the Turkish Foreign Ministry's problems. 

Many reasons exist to “cancel” President Bush's visit at 

the present time. Turkey will demonstrate its esteem by 
doing so 

Greek Demilitarization Proposal Rejected 

NCI807113991 Istantul HURRIYVET in Turkish 

16 Jul 91 p 1s 

[Text] Ankara—Turkey has said that does not agree 
with the proposal Greek Prime Minister Konstandinos 
Mitsotakis made to the Bulgarian and Turkish diplomats 
in Athens for “the removal of offensive arms from the 
borders of the three countries.” A high-ranking official 
has said in a statement to HURRIYET that “the concept 
of Turkey's defense and security cannot be considered in 
parts.” The official also asserted that it was unacceptable 
to exclude the Greek rsiands in the Aegean Sea from the 
Greek proposal 

It has been reported that the Greek proposal, which has 

been supported by Bulgaria. was prompted by the uncas- 

iness caused by the strength of Turkey's Ist Army in 

Athens and Sofia 

Foreign Ministry Comments 

VC 1707144491 Paris AFP in Enelish 

IMISGMT 17 Jul 91 

[Excerpts] Ankara, July 17 (AFP}—Turkey rejected 
Wednesday a Greek proposal to demilitanze the borders 
between the two countries and with Bulgaria, but said 
the proposal could be examined in the context of greater 

cooperation in the Balkan region 

Ankara accused Greece of undermining efforts to build 
an atmosphere of confidence between the two ancient 
rivals by arming its rslands off the Turkish coast contrary 
10 international treaties 

Turkey's reyection of the Greek proposal—issued on July 
12 by Greek Prime Minister Konstandinos Mitsotakis— 
comncides with the visit this week to the two countnes by 
U.S. President George Bush. [passage omitted] Mr. Mit- 
sotakis had proposed that Greece, Turkey and Bulgaria 
withdraw all tanks, armored vehicles, cannons, fighter 
planes and fighter helicopters from their yornt frontiers. 
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An official Greek communique said that Bulgaria had 
welcomed the proposal and wanted to press ahead with 
negotiations. 

But Turkish foreign ministry spokesman Murat Sungar 
said that it was difficult to recognize a danger to the three 
countries by the military presence on the borders. 

“The deployment of the Turkish and Greek armies is 
defined in the context of NATO on one side, and the 
other side, by the terms of the CFE (Conventional Forces 
in Europe) Treaty, which also concerns Bulgaria,” said 
Mr. Sungar in a communique. However the Greek pro- 
posal to disarm the frontiers could be studied in the 
context of more cooperation among the Balkan coun- 
tries, he said. 

Improved cooperation between Athens and Ankara was 
mainly dependent on the situation in the Aegean Sea, 
where Greece had “armed” the Dodecanese islands, near 
the Turkish coast, contrary to international treaties, said 
Mr. Sungar. “Despite Turkey's efforts, (the Aegean) has 
not been transformed into a sea of peace and coopera- 
tion,” he added. 

The spokesman urged Greece to comply with the inter- 
national treaties regarding the Aegean islands so that Mr. 
Mitsotakis’s proposals could be “coherent and credible, 
and for them to be evaluated in a wider context.” 

Kurds Claim Saddam Agreed to Multiparty System 
NC1807104691 Istanbul MILLIVET in Turkish 
14 Jul Yi p4 

[Report by Namik Durukan: “We Have Agreed With 
Saddam Husayn™] 

[Text] Shaglawah, (MILLIYET NEWS AGENCY)— 
Masud Barzani, leader of the Democratic Party of 
Kurdistan, received the MILLIYET correspondent in 
Shaglawah for the second time. He said: “We hope that 
the Kurds in Turkey will feel comfortable like us and be 
able to speak in their own language.” 

Barzani arrived in Shaglawah with the other Kurdish 
leaders and high-ranking officials. He asserted that the 
Iraqi administration has moved to reach an agreement 
on a number of problems and noted that the Kurds never 
preferred to adopt harsh decisions. Disclosing that 
Karkuk city will be shared, Barzani said the following: 
“We have reached an agreement with the Iraqi adminis- 
tration on a number of problems. We also shall try to 
agree on a number of other problems. We want freedom 
for the people who live in Iraq. Saddam Husayn has said 
“yes” to a multiparty system. He made a promise to us. 
I will not be able to say anything in connection with the 
plans that have been made to have a rapid deployment 
force stationed in Turkey. The sooner the problems are 
resolved, the better. We prefer that the problem is 
resolved among ourselves.” 

TURKEY 4! 

Onal’s Approach Is Positive 

Masud Barzan: described President Turgut Ozal's 
approach as positive and sand Oval has taken very 
favorable steps in connection with the Kurdish problem. 
He asseried: “We hope this situation wall be maintained. 
We hope that the Kurds in Turkey wall feel comfortable 
like us and be able to speak in their own language.” 

Replying to a question on whether democracy can be 
established in [rag with Saddam Husayn marntaining his 

position in power, Barzani sand: “We have established an 
alliance. He has made a promise to us on the question of 
democracy. We mus! believe that democracy will be 
established.” 

Mas‘ud Barzam: rericrated his view that the allied forces 
should remain in northern Irag until all problems are 
resolved. He said that the other Kurdish leaders—Sami 
Abdurrahman, Mahmut Osman. and Jalal Talabani— 
arrived in Shaglawah with him, and that seven high- 
ranking officials of the parties which have set up the 

Kurdish Front are taking part in the work they are 
implementing 

Meanwhile. Sami Abdurrahman. icader of the Demo- 
cratic People’s Party of Kurdistan. which vs the third- 
largest among the Kurdish organizations im Iraq, has 
accused Saddam Husayn of trying to waste the Kurds’ 
time on the question of including a number of oil-rich 
regions within an autonomous Kurdistan. Abdurrahman 
asserted: “The oi in Karkuk has become a problem for 
us. The oi in Karkuk 1s as much problematic as useful. 
Saddam Husayn 1s forcing us to “agree” to a system of 
limited democracy. Our objective 1s to convince the 

Iraqi administration to abandon the sea of limited 

democracy. Nevertheless, we need time to adopt a wide- 
ranging system of democracy. Irbil wall be the capital of 

autonomous Kurdistan. We have not been consulted on 
matters related to the rapid deployment force. The alhes 
are deciding on matters related to that force. Neverthe- 
less, this will not harm Kurdistan. We beleve i ts 
normal for Turkey to assign military units to the rapid 
deployment force.” 

Kurdish Paper Warns Against Troops in Turkey 

VC 1707143991 Cologne SERVWEBUN in Turkish 

Jun Yi ppl, 2-3 

{Unatiributed commentary: “The Fire of the Revolution 
in Kurdistan Is Spreading’ | 

[Excerpts] With the summer offensive, the Kurdish 
resistance has turned into a fire engulfing the mountains 
and the cities. Every corner of Kurdistan 1s burning with 
raids, ambushes, and other attacks organized by the 
guerrillas against the colomalist occupation forces and 
by unrelenting popular uprisings. Kurdistan 1s cxper- 
encing the most active period of its history. 

As these events unfold. the imperialists, colonialssts, and 
local collaborators are making a concerted effort to solve 
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The paper also says that the “incidents of resignation™ 

on the part of the population are being gradually 

replaced by “an honorable uprising and resistance.” 

‘A rand was organized on the Tux (Tatvan) district 
center of Bedlis [Buthis} by ARGK guermilas on the night 
of 22-23 June.” The guernilas severely damaged “official 
colonialist unsuitubbons” during the attack “during which 
seven policemen were gravely mnyured, one of whom dicd 
later” The guernilas withdrew “without suffering any 
losses. 

On 23 June. “a clash took place between ARGK guer- 

nilas and the colomalist forces om Norsin (Guroymak) 

distinct.” During the seven-hour clash “a considerable 
number of colomalists were killed or myured.” “The 
Turkish Republe authorities’ attempts to keep thers inci- 

dent secret are being mierpreted as an statement that 
they have suffered heavy losses while the guerriilas did 
not suller any. 

The paper then notes that after a | June guerniia raid on 
Diyadmn, «tech the paper refers to by ats Kurdish name 
of Cubadm. clashes continued between “ARGK units 

and enemy torces” m the region In a clash at Koska 

Bogar: “the colomalsts, soldiers, and the special team 
lost 40 members” Two guernflas dred mm the attacks. 

In a Clash “between ARGK guerillas and the fascist 

arms om an arca betwoen Schm and Golan (Cote) dis- 

trects of Serhedan (Kars)” on 19 June the “colonsalists 

lost one second leutenant and four soldiers: Many were 
lett wounded” An ARGK guerrilla “ss reported to have 

been martyred in thes clash.” 

The paper reports that the “colomalists. who cannot 
avon’ berg fel repeatedl) by our natronal Wheration 

forces mm the region of Dersim, are settong fire to our 
forests on frustration” 

lhe paper adds that “on 13 June a clash took piace 

between the guerillas and the colomsalst special team 

units near Kocusag: village of Nozad (Hozat).” Though 
the Turkish authorities reported two deaths and two 

myured trom among the special team, “the patrrots on the 

areca report that the enemy losses far exceed the numbers 

given. The guerrillas suflered no losses 

According to the paper. “two pumor officers were killed 

on the same day when colomalest warts were ambushed 
by ARGA units near Arusek (Geloncek), village of Piran 

(Dicte), destrct of Amed [Diyvarbaker], A consederable 
number of enemy soldvers were mypured mm the same 
attack 

fin 1S June, ARGK guerillas ambushed a “colonsalist 

army unit near Avnapert (Adakh) admonistrative region 
m Crens (Kags) destrect of C ewlsk | Hinget) “ “Nine enemy 

wohkirers were killed and many others wounded.” On the 

same Cay an army vebocle was sect on fire m another 

mondent 

sonems solders were killed and many 

others wounded ina clash between ARGK guerrilas and 

“iin 7! lune. tw 
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the colonialist forces near Perxinis village in Sax (Catak). 
district of Bedlis [Butlis].” The paper adds that in 
another attack on Gundik police station on the same day 
two enemy soldiers were wounded. Seven soldicrs were 
killed and many others were injured in the same police 
station raided a week ago. In retaliation for the 21 Junc 
attack, the next day the “coion:alists randomly shoot ai 
the houses and farm animals. Many animals died and 
houses [were] damaged.” 

The paper adds that during a 22 June attack on an 
“enemy force on the road of Sirnes-Qilaban (U ludere) 
two soldiers were killed and many others were 

wounded.” 

In a clash on “15 or 16 June near Osyan (Dogan) village 
of Perwan [Pervarij, one ARGK fighter was martyred 
and one injured.” There 1s no information about the 
losses suffered by the “colonialists.~ 

The paper then points out that “intensive tighting ts 

going on between our national liberation forces and the 
colomalist forces in Colamerg (Hakkar) and its ens) 
rons.” It adds that journalist are barred trom the region 
therefore, “news about clashes there come in late and 
moomplete.” 

The paper reports that on 21 June “nine soldiers were 

killed and many wounded when the cnemy forces were 
ambushed by ARGK guerrillas near Pinyanis village of 
Colamerg.” The paper adds: “Because the guerrillas 
sustained no casualties, the colonsalists tried to keep the 

mcwdent a secret.” 

The paper adds that “ARGAK guerrillas are not merely 

using hit-and-run tactics. They are employing other 
types of attacks, which inflict considerable damage to the 
colomalisis. One of these methods ts mined ambushes 

and traps.” For example. the paper reports that on 1! 
June “three soldiers were killed when a mine, armed at 
the enemy forces, caploded near Sapatan (Altinsu) vil 
lage of Semzinan [Semdinh}. According to reports, other 
soldiers were injured as well.” A “bandit, who was acting 
as a guide to the Turkish troops, stepped on a mink 
planicd by the guernilas near Ewlya (Tutunlu) village 

and lost both his feet.” 

The paper adds that “lately these types of incidents have 
become more frequent.” To cut their losses. the paper 

says Turkish troops “have bandits go ahead of the army's 

tcams ~ 

The paper reports “a major clash between ARGAK units 

and the enemy forces in the regron of Tenga Nanan in 
Elk (Beytussebap) district of Colamerg.” “A helcopter, 
which had come to the reef of the hard-pressed enemy 

troops, was destroyed by our national lyberatvon forces 

A captain and two officers of unspecified rank dred and 
one first heutenant was injured during the crash.” “The 
colonialists suffered up to SO losses.” The paper says the 
guerrillas did not suffer any losses 
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The paper notes that “village guards have started 
returning their weapons and resigning from thee assign- 
ments. The colonialists are exerting intensive efforts to 
keep the the disintegrating banditry system alive.” The 
paper reports that the Turkish authorities held a meciing 
with the “bandit chiefiains of tribes” in Van and adds: 
“The colonialists’ new plans aim at organizing the bandit 
groups into regular professional units.” They intend to 
“dress the village guards in single type of uniforms and 
bestow ranks on the bandit chicftaons.” Efforts im this 
direction are already under way in Van and Hakkar 
regions. In Uludere efforts are under way “to increase 
the number of the village guards and bring some villages 
together in a ‘strategic village’ system. The intention is to 
turn the bandits 1n these villages into regular units.” The 
weapons were taken away from the Mamauran tribe. 
which refused to endorse this new practice. 

The paper also reports that on 14 June a group of 100 
people, “which also included some Turkish revolu- 
tionary and progressive youth.” demonstrated in front of 

the Istanbul University and burned down the police post 
at the university's gate to protest the “antiterror law.” 

The paper adds: “Reports indicate that nuclear depots 

are being built near Sewrek (Siverck) drstrict of Riha 
(Urfa). According to the available reports, the construc- 
tion of the depots started in 1987 and 18 have been 
completed. Eighteen more are being built under the 
control of such imperialist countries as the United States 
and Britain. 

“The fact that the construction is being carned out under 
Strict security and in great secrecy has raised the suspr- 

cron that the depots are being built 2 km outside Sewrek 
Reports indicate that none of the construction workers 

sites are local. In addition, the workers are replaced cach 

month so that they never really understand what they are 
building. 

“The people are being told that mine depots are being 

built. However, a progressive worker laboring there 
indicates that cach depot is $0 meters long and 7 meters 
high. They could be nuclear weapons depots. It 1s pos- 
sible that these depots are for NATO use 

“It rs being said that similar depots are being built in the 
region of Amed-Devegeciti. However, not much con- 
crete information exists in this regard.” 

The paper then recounts military operations and argues 
that two bomb explosions in Diyarbakir on 18 and 25 
July—one placed under the car of the former Diyarbakir 
district president of the People’s Toil Party and another 
at the offices of the OZGUR HALK [Free People] 
magazine—"“indicate that the warning and provocative 

acts by the counterguernila and MIT [Turkish Intelh- 
gence Organization] will intensify in Amed.” 

In another related article, the paper points to the “inten- 
sifying™ guerrilla attacks in the rural areas and says that 
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such attacks “are concrete enough proof that the gucr- 
nilas have also established bases in town centers. Hence- 
forth the urban guerrillas will appear on the stage often 
and the colonialists will be hut here as they are being hit 
on the mountains.” The paper says the “incidents and 
the intensive clashes lasting for hours.” which took place 
in Cizre between 16-20 June. confirm that the Kurdish 
“national struggle has entered a new and advanced 
stage.” The paper then provides details about these 
clashes that started wit ARGK guerrilla attacks on 
Cizre’s Kerem Hotel, which was housing special team 
members. The hotel sustained damages and many of the 
special team members were killed or injured. After the 
attack the Turkish troops and police “forced the people 
into their homes and let no one near the hotel™ to hide 
their losses. On 18 June, a force of 2.000 “gendarmerie, 
police, and village guards” surrounded and attacked 
some quarters of Cizre and started firing on the houses. 
ARGK guerrillas responded and during a five-hour clash 
two police were killed and seven people, one a police 
chief, were injured. The guerrillas suffered no losses. 

The paper adds that following this incident the Turkish 
troops started 10 terrorize the townspeople and “some of 
the children who were dropped from rooftops were 
injured.” One woman was injured and two “patriots” 
were executed. Many people were detained. According to 
the paper, the troops also pillaged the searched houses. 
On 19 June, shopkeepers closed “to protest the attacks 
and policy pursued by the colonialists.~ 

Saudis’ $1 Billion in Oil Aid Extended, Welcomed 

T417O7 181191 Ankara ANATOLIA in Turkish 
LOOGMT 17 Jul 91 

[Excerpts] Ankara (AA}—It has been announced that 
Turkey 1s pleased with the $1 bilhon m aid to be 
extended by Saudi Arata within the framework of the 

defense fund 

In response to a question on the subject during his news 
conference, Foreign Ministry spokesman Murat Sungar 
said: The aid from Saudi King Fahd Bin- Abd-al- Aziz Al 
Sa‘ud, of which our president was informed by Saudi 
Foreign Minister Saud al-Faysal Bin- Abd-al- Aziz Al 
Saud, consists of a supply of or worth $1 bilhon. We are 
pleased with the Saudi decision, because thes first move 
is the beginning of aid to be extended within the frame- 
work of that fund. 

In reply to another question, Sungar explained that the 
defense fund was created to assist the coonomiecs of 
countries that suffered because of the Gulf crisis. [pas- 
sage omitted] 

Sungar concluded by saying that the amount of moncy 
saved by the oi supply will be transferred to defense 
expenditures 
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Libyan Leader's Message to Ozal oa Iraq Rejected 

TA1707165991 Ankara ANATOLIA im Turkish 
1640 GMT 17 Jul 9! 

[Text] Ankara (AA}— It has been announced that the 
message sent to President Turgut Ozal by Libyan leader 
Mu'ammar al-Qadhdhafi and broadcast by Libyan tele- 
vision even before it reached Turkey has been rejected 
and returned. 

Today during his weekly news conference, Foren Min- 
istry spokesman Murat Sungay. answering a question on 
Al-Qadhdhafi's message, said: Libyan leader al- 
Qadhdhafi's message to our president, broadcast by 
Libyan television on 12 July. has reached our ministry 
The message, the contents of which. in contradiction of 
diplomatic convention, were disclosed even before it 
reached its destination, has been returned as its contents 
were unacceptable and contradicted the spirit of our 
relationship with Libya. which we try to promote 

In his message, Al-Qadhdhafi sand that should Turkish 
territory be used in an aggressson against Irag. Turkrsh- 
Libyan relations would suffer 

TURKEY 4s 

Sungar Views Agreements Reached With Bulgaria 

T4107 18SS91 Ankara TRI Televimon Network 

in Turkash 1°OO GMT I? Jul 97 

[Text] Foreign Monsstry spokesman Murat Sungar has 
sasd that an agreement has been reached between Turkey 
and Bulgaria for the satesfactory and lasting solutron of 
problems that caused scnous friction between the two 

countries mn the past 

added that the political consultation talks on the 

level of deputy under secretaries wm Bulgaria on 15 July 
were held in a constructive atmosphere in all ficids 

Sungar explained that an agreement was also reached for 

preparatory work to begin at the end of September to 
draw up a political document that will determine the 
principles and foundations that will guide the course of 
bilateral relatrons 

He concluded by pomting out that another accord has 
been reached for talks between the two countries to 
determine the social and other mghts of the Bulgarian 
cruzens of Turkish ongin and to compensate them for 
property left behond after thes ummuigration to Turkey on 
1989 
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